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I. Administrative Or2anization
A. History and Organlzatlonal Structure
During the Summer of 1992 an informal group of Berkshire County economic
development representatives gathered, at the initiative of the City of Pittsfield. to discuss
renewing a working relationship between themselves and the Economic Development
Administration (EDA), as EDA is viewed as an agency that might complement an array of
economic development efforts throughout the county. This group sought the advice of William
Fitzhenry, Economic Development Representative, during August. Based on his advice and with
the assistance of the University of Massachusetts. Donahue Institute. this informal group sought
out technical assistance from the Center of Economic Development, an EDA sponsored
university center, located within the Regional Planning Department at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst. Acting on the advice of Mr. Fitzhenry and CED, a decision was
reached to implement an Overall Economic Development Program (OEDP) planning effort with
expectations that the final document would be submitted to EDA early in 1993.
In an attempt to recognize the perception within Berkshire County that there are three
distinct economic areas - North, Central and South County - agreement was reached that OEDP
committees would be formed in each area, and that OEDP documents would be developed which
reflected the perspectives of each area. It was unclear at that time whether or not three OEDP's
would be filed or that the three would be compressed into one OEDP, yet it was clear that all
parties to the process intended to secure the broadest access to EDA for Berkshire County. Three
OEDP committees were formed: North County lead by the City of North Adams, Office of
Community Development; Central County lead by the City of Pittsfield, Office of Community &
Economic Development; and, South County lead by the Main Street Action Association.
Representatives from each of these organizations became the coordinating group for the overall
~ OEDP process. Committee meetings were held throughout the fall with ongoing assistance from
CED and the Donahue Institute. EDA policies and guidelines were carefully observed
throughout the process. Each OEDP committee held a series of brainstorming discussions.
Drafts of OEDP documents were repeatedly circulated by mail and fax for Committee review.
Late in the fall, as a result of several discussions with EDA, it was determined that the
best course of action for Berkshire County would be to develop one OEDP from the three
separate processes. This decision provided an opportunity to create a document with a county-
wide perspective on economic development while honoring the unique qualities, issues and goals
of each area. Each area worked towards a draft completion of their own OEDP. Throughout
December and January the coordinating group began merging the draft documents. Final drafts
were carefully reviewed by the coordinating group, with a lengthy meeting held on January 7,
1993, to resolve any outstanding concerns. CED and the Donahue Institute participated in this
discussion. The fmal version was provided to OEDP committees for review. While the final
OEDP submission will represent a compression of the three documents, each area will retain the
initial OEDP draft for local, ongoing guidance.
The final OEDP submission represents the negotiation and prioritization of goals and
objectives in order to fairly represent the unique qualities of each area. The success of this effort
can be attributed to the willingness of the coordinating group from each area to establish a
common agenda without the burden of creating a new administration and bureaucracy. It is the
full expectation of the coordinating group that after completion of the OEDP they will remain a
working group in order to initiate and guide various implementation efforts. The Berkshire
County Regional Planning Commission (BCRPC) is the recognized regional planning agency for
Berkshire County and will be involved with the regional planning aspects of the Overall
Economic Development Program. BCRPC will carry out its regional development planning
responsibilities with the cooperation of the coordinating group.
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,~ B. Overall Economic Development Program Committees
1. South County
Committee Member Affiliation
Laura. Dubester, Co-Director
Center for Environmental Technology
112 Elm Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
445-4556
Environmental
Sally Eagle
Berkshire Taconic Foundation
66 Hurlburt Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-9252
Berkshire Taconic Foundation
Lucinda Fenn- Vermuellen
Kenver, Ltd.
Route 23 Box 38
South Egremont, MA 01258
528-2330
Business Community
Jim Herlihy, Field Representative
Massachusetts Teachers Association
P.O. Box 172
Sheffield, MA 01257
229-2324,229-8734
Education
Michael Hogg, President
Main Street Action Association
84 Alford Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-7205 .
Downtown Revitalization
Peter Jensen, Director
Openspace Management
P. O. Box 316
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-4007
Agriculture, Recreation
I·
Clemens Kalischer, Director
Berkshire Food & Land Council
Main Street
Stockbridge, MA 01262
Arts, Agriculture
j
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Committee Member Affiliation
Real EstateAngus MacDonald
Apple Hill Realty
Jug End Road Box 332
South Egremont, MA 01258
528-3458
Ed Morehouse
Select person
255 State Road
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-3826
Town Government
John Osborne
Entrepreneur
P.O. Box 703
Housatonic, MA 01260
528-6968
Entrepreneur
Eric Person
Aide, Representative Hodgkins
State House
Boston, MA 02201
243-0289
State Government
Rob Raser, President
Carr Bothers Hardware
256 Main Street
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-4520
Southern Berkshire Chamber of Commerce
PamlaRaye
Unemployed
Main Road
Monterey, MA 01245
528-0021
I
Small Business Start-up
I
\
Alan Silverstein, Co-Director
Center for Environmental Technology
112 Elm Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
445-4556
Environmental
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Committee Member Affiliati.Qn
Rachel Snyder
Select person
48 West Ave.
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-3125
Town Government
Richard Stanley
Real Estate Development
Jug End Road
South Egremont, MA 01258
528-9841, 528-9698
Real Estate Development
Henry Thornton
SBIC
P.O. Box 669
Sheffield, MA 01257
229-3106,229-8463
Venture Capital
Robyn VanEn
Berkshire Food & Land Council
RR3 Box 85
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-4374
Agriculture
Mark Webber
Select person
2Maple Street
West Stockbridge, MA 01266
232-8510
Town Government
I
Bill Webber, Manager
Main Street Action Association
Main Street
Great Barrington, MA 01230
528-2200
Downtown Revitalization
Lynn Wood
Berkshire Regional Land Use Commission
Hillsdale Road
Egremont, MA 01258
528-3919
Land Use
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2. Central County
Committee Member Affiliation
Mr. Frank Abbondanzio
Town Administrator
32 Main Street
Lee, MA 01238
243-5501
Select person for Lee
Carl V. Bradford
Robert E. Brownlow & Assoc.
Berkshire Common
Pittsfield, MA 01201
443-6441
Central Berkshire Chamber
of Commerce
David J. Bruce
Lee Savings Bank
75 Park Street
Lee, MA 01238
243-0117
Leel Community
Development Corporation
I
Mr. Andrew Chmura
Berkshire Computer Processing Center
400 Pittsfield-Lenox Road
Lenox, MA 01240
637-0600
Industry
Michael Cronin
Kay Bee Toy and Hobby Shops
100 West street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
499-0086
Industry
Mr. Christopher Farrell
Corporate Communications
Berkshire Gas Company
POBox 1821
Pittsfield, MA 01202
442-1511
IIndustry
R. Bruce Farren
General Electric Company
Building 105
One Plastics Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201
448-4808
Industry
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Committee Member Affiliati'Q!l
Clifton P. Green
Dalton's Select person's Office
Town Hall
462 Main Street
Dalton. MA 01226
684-6103
Select person for Dalton
Karl Helder
BCRPC
10 Fenn Street
Pittsfield. MA 01201
443-9184
Berkshire County
Regional Planning Commission
Daniel Holmes
Penny Saver
14 Park Place. P.O. box 300
Lee, MA 01238
637-2475
Lee Chamber of Commerce
Lois Houghton
First Agricultural Bank
99 West Street
Pittsfield. MA 01201
499-3000
Pittsfield Economic
Revitalization Corporation
Albert A. Ingegni
Hillcrest Hospital
165 Tor Court
Pittsfield, MA 01201
Regional Employment Board
Shaun Kelly
30 Florence Street
Dalton, MA 01226
684-4418
State Representative
Matthew Kerwood
8 Bank Row
Pittsfield, MA 01201
442-5240
Representing Jane Swift
'William Kristensen
Hi-Tech Mold & Tool
1520 East Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
443-9184
Berkshire Plastics
Network
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Committee Member Affiliation~
Sue Langman Berkshire Enterprises
c/o The New England
Professional Building
Henry Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201
443-4140
Peter Larkin State Representative
103 Spadina Parkway
Pittsfield, MA 01201
442-7313
Gary Lopenzina Industry
Gowdy Shandoffs
297 North Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
499-1270
James Manning Industry
Crane & Company
30 South Street
Dalton, MA 01226
Eric Person For Representative
88 Franklin Street Christopher Hodgkins
Lenox, MA 01240
243-0289
Barbara Pickwell Industry
Wohrle's Food Inc.
P.O. Box 224
Pittsfield, MA 01201
442-1518
Smitty Pignatelli Select person for Lenox
P.O. Box 2228
Lenox, MA 01240
637-5500
Robert K. Quattrochi Pittsfield Central
Petes Chrysler Plymouth Inc.
698 East Street
P.O. Box 962
Pittsfield, MA 01201
443-4761
Berkshire County OEDP May 1993
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Committee Member AffiliatiQll
IndustryMr. Stephen Ricci
100 William Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
Joseph Ryan, President
92 Jason Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
443-0039
City Council
Gary Schiff
162 Sherwood Drive
Pittsfield, MA 01201
664-4481
Regional Land Use
Commission
Michael Stracuzzi
Business Agent
Local 255
789 Tyler Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
442-6996
Business Agent for IUE
Joseph S. Szczepaniak, Jr.
Lanesboro Select person's Office
P.O. Box 1492
Lanesboro, MA 01237
442-1167
Select person for Lanesboro
Paula Thoubboron
Country Curtains
P.O. Box 955
Stockbridge, MA 01262
243-1474
Industry
Andree Tremoulet, Commissioner
aCED
City Hall, 70 Allen Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
499-9368
Pittsfield Office of Community &
Economic Development
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3. North County
Committee Member Affiliation
Arlene D. Schiff, Director
North Adams Office of Comm. Devel.
City Hall
North Adams, MA 01247
662-3025
Government
Peter Hall, Executive Director
North Adams Comm. Devel. Corp.
85 Main Street
North Adams, MA 01247
664-6369
Business
Rosemary Moore, President
Northern Berkshire Chamber of Comm.
69 Main Street
North Adams, MA 01247
663-3735
I
Business
David Babcock
Dept. of Employment & Training
85 Main Street
North Adams, MA 01247
663-3748
Unemployed
Theresa Louison, Director
Northern Berkshire Community Action
85 Main Street
North Adams, MA 01267
663-3014
Low Income / Disadvantaged
Mark Pasquini, Executive Director
Industrial Park and Development Corp.
Heritage State Park Building 6
North Adams, MA 01247
664-4595
Business
Barbara Bashevkin
Land Use Commission
14 Pinehill Terrace
North Adams, MA 01247
663-5694
Land Use
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Committee Member Affiliation
lCarlIIeckler,Difector
Berkshire Co. Regional Planning Comm.
10 Fenn Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
442-1521
Regional Planning!Economy
Joseph Lefebvre, Jr.
26 Glen Street
Adams, MA 01220
Government
Joseph Dintino
260 Columbia Street
Adams, MA 01220
Industry
Leon Parrott, Jr.
260 Columbia Street
Adams, MA 01220
Industry
Douglas Burnett
312 East Road
Adams, MA 01220
Agriculture
Alan Prejsnar
79 North Summer Street
Adams, MA 01220
Labrr
Bernie Pinsonneault
41 IIighland Avenue
Adams, MA 01220
Community Organization
David Lipinski
24 Turners Avenue
Adam, MA 01220
Education
A. G. Rudi Smith, Chairman
Board of Select person
Town of Monroe Bridge, MA 01350
Government
Fred Smith
105 Hill Province Road
Williamstown, MA 01267
Industry /Business
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Committee Member Affiliation
Agriculture/B usinessRichard DeMayo
511 North Street
Williamstown, MA 01267
Michael Card
31 North Street
Williamstown. MA 01267
Government
Howard Brookner
71 Elliot Drive
Williamstown, MA 01267
Education
Philip Kalker
94 Ide Road
Williamstown. MA 01267
Board IOf Trade
Charles Schlesinger
480 Main Street
Williamstown, MA 01267
Business
John Lipa
171 Houghton Street
North Adams. MA 01247
Business (GE) / Labor
Stephen Green
37 Holbrook Street
North Adams, MA 01247
Education
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II. The Area and Its E(conomy
A. Background Information
1. General Description of Berkshire County
Berkshire County is located in the western most part of Massachusetts. Set in the Berkshire
Hills, the County is characterized by a beautiful natural environment. However, the hills and
mountains also serve to physically isolate Berkshire County from the rest of the state. The
County is bordered by three other states: Vermont to the north, New York to the west and
Connecticut to the south. The population of Berkshire County according to the 1990 census was
139,352, comprising only 2.3% of the state population. A declining manufacturing base and
declining population set the trend for the Berkshire region.
The region is accessible from Interstate 90 which runs east/west through the southern portion of
the County. State Routes 8 and 7 provide the major north/south travel. In general the roads are
small with steep grades. The County is functionally divided into three regions, North County,
which encompasses the North Adams labor market area (LMA), Central County which
comprises the Pittsfield metropolitan statistical area (MSA) and South County, which
incorporates the Great Barrington LMA. The divisions represent more than simple geographic or
statistical divisions as each of these sections has unique regional identities. Historically,
Berkshire County has struggled to act as one cohesive region. This regional Overall Economic
Development Plan represents a major step 0 overcome the struggles of the past and move
forward in an appropriate direction.
Towns and Cities in Berkshire County and Their Populations
Towns and Cities Populations Towns and Cities Populations
Adams
Becket
Clarksburg
Egremont
Great Barrington
Hinsdale
Lee
Monterey
New Ashford
North Adams
Peru
Richmond
Savoy
Stockbridge
Washington
Williamstown
9,445
1,481
1,745
1,234
7,696
1,959
5,849
800
201
16,797
784
1,698
618
2,408
594
8,220
Alford
Cheshire
Dalton
Florida
Hancock
Lanesbrough
Lenox
Mount Washington
New Marlborough
Otis
Pittsfield
Sandisfield
Sheffield
Tyringham
West Stockbridge
Windsor
415
3,479
7,155
758
598
3,032
5,069
133
1,240
1,094
48,622
658
2,939
383
1,483
765
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of Population
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la. General Description and Relevant Facts about South County
The Great Barrington labor market area, (LMA), located in Southwestern Massachusetts consists
of nine communities. According to the 1990 census data. the Great Barrington LMA has a
population of 17,508; with a population of 7,696, Great Barrington is the largest town in the
LMA.
Situated at the crossroads of Route 7 running south to Connecticut and north to the rest of the
County, and Route 23, running west to New York and east to the Springfield area, Great
Barrington is the major service, food, shopping, and transportation hub for a market area of more
than 37,500 residents in 3 states.
Recognized as the gateway to the Berkshire Hills, the region is renowned for its scenic beauty
and cultural offerings. However, although tourism is the most consistent and largest economic
factor in the region, it also creates constraints to the region's continued well-being.
As urban residents seek the quieter pace and security of "the country," pristine working farms are
under increasing pressure from outside development interests. Local wages and housing prices
are skewed by cyclical spending and investments by wealthy New York City area professionals
who own second homes in the region. Moreover, the very tourists whose spending keeps the
region alive, often clash with year-round residents frustrated by traffic congestion, contention for
limited parking, and long lines for local services.
Although textile and paper industries - largely centered along the Housatonic River - abounded
through the mid-20th century, the Great Barrington LMA is now largely characterized by a less-
visible ecology of small business.
While enterprising and talented individuals have forged livelihoods as self-employed contractors
in construction and trades, arts and cottage industries, professional services, retail and service
operations, these same people are largely unsupported by unemployment benefits and may, in
fact, never even factor into reported unemployment rates.
In the 1980s, strong performances by Pittsfield-based General Electric and other county suppliers
belied a steadily crumbling economic base in the region, typified by the spread of blighted areas,
vacant buildings, and stores on Great Barrington's Main Street. Since 1991, the Main Street
Action Association has worked to arrest this decline and stimulate new economic opportunities
in the important Great Barrington downtown orridor -- critical pieces in a vital effort to rebuild
the region's infrastructure and position the region as a good place to live, to do business, and to
visit.
• Geo~aphic Features - Southern Berkshire County is renown for its scenic amenities such as
rivers, ponds, lakes, wetlands, all forming a complex integrated system of water resources. From
its headwaters in the Berkshires, the Housatonic River flows south through the heart of
downtown Great Barrington. It is potentially Great Barrington's most prominent recreational
resource and natural scenic attraction. It has the potential for creating a magnet for both local
residents and tourists. The Housatonic River flows south for 150.9 miles, from Pittsfield to Long
Island Sound. Of the 66.5 miles that meander through southern Berkshire County, much of the
river is quiet, scenic and incredibly beautiful. Unfortunately, at one time towns built with their
backs to the river and the result is an abused industrial river dumped with paper waste, PCB's,
and raw sewage .. Several years ago a local civic group, the Great Barrington Housatonic
Riverbank Clean-up/Riverbank in partnership with the Great Barrington Land Conservancy was
formed for the purpose of revitalizing the H usatonic River. Their new vision is to build with
the front to the river and provide a greenway corridor for school children and other non-vehicular
enthusiasts. The aim of this ongoing project is to restore the river's natural beauty from years of
Berkshire County OEDP
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abuse and neglect and to reconnect the river with the community, thereby adding a major tourist
attraction.
In addition, there are valley bottoms with distant ridge line views of the Berkshires and intimate
short views of trees, rock, water, farm fields, built and natural landscapes, woodlands, vegetation,
open fields, and meadows. This geography presents village focused communities in South
Berkshire County. The geography has forced a domestic and protective community environment
that has resulted in territorial isolation which does not naturally encourage balance with other
economic forces.
• Historical Si~ificance - South Berkshire County is rich in historical attributes. The existence
of Native Americans three to four thousand years ago have been confirmed recently on the banks
of the Housatonic River. South Berkshire County was originally settled to take advantage of the
abundance of fertile land in the Housatonic River Valley, consequently a beautiful and
productive agricultural landscape still exists. Another remnant of early settlers is the prevalence
of historically significant architecture that dates from the early 17th century. Noteworthy
residents of the region include W.E.B. Dubois, a turn of the century civil rights leader and
founder of the N.A.A.C.P., and nineteenth century poet William Cullent Bryant (MSAA
Community Development Strategy 1992). However, it seems that the identification of the
heritage of this community is being lost by lack of resources to facilitate the recognition of such
a valuable asset.
• Recreation - Outdoor recreational opportunities in the Southern Berkshires are almost limitless.
The region maintains nine state parks and has numerous mountains for hiking and skiing as well
as many lakes and rivers for boating, swimming and fishing. However, conflicting demands for
recreational open space, critical to tourism, creates a difficulty when concerned with the impact
on the natural environment and other economic forces. As a result there is limited public and
private accessibility.
• Tourism - As noted earlier Southern Berkshire County is recognized as the gateway to the
Berkshire Mountains. The combination of local amenities and proximity to Connecticut and
New York make South Berkshire County an excellent tourist destination. It is estimated that two
million people vacation in Berkshire County per year and are primarily from the New York
metropolitan area. As a result there is a tremendous burden on the resident community members,
caused by the inherent disparity of economic forces and way of life between the tourists/second
home and locals, as they try to mitigate the possibility of gentrification effects.
• Commercial Centers - The only truly commercial center in the area is Great Barrington with 54
office properties, 77 commercial properties and 5 industrial sites. The Great Barrington LMA is
comprised primarily of self-employed contractors in construction and trades, arts and cottage
industries, professional services, many of whom work directly out of their home. The LMA also
consists of, non-profit cultural organizations, retail and service operations, health services, small
plastics companies and the paper industry. As a result the commercial center must be able to
meet the diverse needs of the different rural communities within the LMA.
• Manufacturing·· South Berkshire County for generations had a strong manufacturing labor
force. Today manufacturing is limited primarily to a paper mill in Great Barrington and a few
plastics manufacturers in Sheffield. There is an emerging smaller scale cottage manufacturing
base which contributes to the quality of life in the Berkshire's. However, the availability of an
infrastructure to support an integrated industry zoned park for high tech, light manufacturing,
processing, distribution and other necessary services in order to compete in a global economy is a
critical missing ingredient to promoting the products of South Berkshire County.
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• Transportation - Southern Berkshire County is abutted to the north by the Massachusetts
Turnpike, the major east-west highway in the state, and by state routes 9 and 23 to the south.
However, a major constraint is the limited turnpike access in West Stockbridge. Currently, the
entrance/exit passes through the town. Furthermore, geographically, Great Barrington is the road
hub for two major highways that connect Connecticut, via Route 7 (7 miles to the south), and
New York State, via Route 23 (5 miles to the west), it is considered the gateway to the
Berkshires by its many visitors.
Bus - Great Barrington is the only town serviced by regional busing in the whole of South
County. The Berkshire Regional Transit Authority is not available to the rest of South County's
rural community. This limited access to the BRTA is in part due to the fact that rural
communities low population base cannot support such a service.
Air - The Great Barrington LMA is serviced by a private airport, which is experiencing
the resultant pangs of a distressed economy. Dependent upon disposable income and corporate
private usage, the private facility is just one of many services in the county that are deemed
"unnecessary" when belts are tightened.
• Infrastructure - While 27.9% of the LMA has public sewer service the majority of the area
does not. Similarly 44.2% of the LMA relies on private wells for their potable water.
• Zonin~ - Great Barrington and West Stockbridge are the only towns in the LMA that are
specifically zoned for industry. The rest of the small towns consist of residential and agricultural
zones with businesses being allowed only via special permit. Because of the lack of capacity in
town governments for planning due to financial, educational, and structural constraints a
cohesive strategic plan for the LMA has not been developed. Therefore, most of the zoning that
does exist is inconsistent or inadequate - a direct result of protective isolation - and is a serious
impediment to balanced economic growth.
• Agriculture - Although the LMA has more man twice as many self employed farmers as does
the Commonwealth, this amount still only accounts for 1.6% of all income types (see table 6b).
In South Berkshire County open farm land has dwindled from 85% at the end of the last century
to less than 5% now. The number of working farms in Berkshire County has been reduced by
more than half. The retirement of older fanners, increasing land and production costs, lack of
alternatives to dairy diversity as a result of low food prices and profits, competing land uses,
disincentives for young people to enter farming, and the fundamental restructuring of the region's
and nation's economy all combine to make fanning in the Berkshires an increasingly difficult
task. As a result, old ties to the land are lost, open pastures revert to brush and woods, and a
sense of our rural communities as agriculturally-related places is significantly altered. In
addition, instead of providing abundant local food supplies, we have become dependent on out-
of-state sources for 85% of the food we consume in Massachusetts. This huge import imbalance
causes us to lose farms, farmers, and farmlands, and to send four billion food dollars outside of
the state on an annual basis. (Toward An Agricultural Ethic, McAllester 1992)
• Second Homes - It is estimated that there are six thousand second homeowners in Berkshire
County. The homeowners are primarily fr m the New York Metropolitan areas, are highly
edliCat~ Urban ~d. upper income. (Berkshire Visitors Bureau) Tourism and the resultant soaring
land pnces as distinct, from land values, have achieved predictable heights in this beautiful
~ommunity. As the cities deteriorate, communities like ours become more valuable (and land
like o~ becomes ~ore expensive) than ever to city-dwellers who have the means to visit South
Berkshire for vacation or to buy land for second homes. We see the obvious cultural wealth of
South Berks~ire,. the g~neral h~gh standard of living enjoyed by a large percentage of community
members WhIChISmainly attnbutable to the financial support of our visitors. When they come
here, they spend here. (Toward An Agricultural Ethic, MCAllester 1992).
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lb. General Description and Relevant Facts about Central County
The Pittsfield MSA, as defined by the Federal Government, is recognized as one of eleven major
labor areas in Massachusetts. The Pittsfield MSA is located in the central portion of Western
Massachusetts with a population of 79,231. In luded in the MSA are eight towns and one city.
Identified as the Central County, the Pittsfield MSA is primarily accessed by U.S. Route 7 from
the north and south; U.S. Route 20 from the south and west; State Route 41 from the southwest;
State Route 8 from the north and east; and State Route 9 from the east. The City of Pittsfield
itself is located 10 miles from the Lee interchange of the Massachusetts Turnpike. Of the nine
municipalities, Pittsfield comprises 61.4% of the total population of the MSA, and it is the only
area defined as urban, with the remaining communities more rural in nature.
Beyond accessibility by roads and highways, the Pittsfield MSA is also served by both rail and a
small municipal airport. ConRail provides the area with rail-freight service, while Amtrack stops
at the Pittsfield station for passenger service. Lyon Aviation is the primary charter service for air
travel from the Pittsfield Airport. Also available at the airport are various air freight companies.
The Berkshire Regional Transit Authority provides bus service throughout parts of the county.
• Commercial Center - Pittsfield provides the MSA as well Berkshire County as a whole with
most of its retail businesses as well as being the primary commercial office space center. A labor
base for this retail and service industry is provided by the 42,950 people included in the Pittsfield
MSA labor market. In addition commercial nodes and strip malls located in other towns have
increased the amounts of commercial and retail space. The Allendale/Coltsville area and the
Berkshire Mall represent significant amount of commercial and retail floor space within the
Pittsfield MSA.
• Major Employer - The largest employme t sources in the area are GE Aerospace and GE
Plastics. At one time GE employed over 10,000 workers in the Pittsfield area. However,
consistent with a regional trend, this number ad declined to only 4,300 at the end of 1990, and
further to 3,600 by the end of 1991. GE recently announced the sale of its Aerospace division to
Martin Marietta. The impact of this sale on the GE workforce in Pittsfield is unknown at this
time.
• Employment Sectors - According to the Pittsfield Comprehensive Development Plan, over the
years manufacturing has shown a steady decrease while the service economy has continued to
grow. However, losses in manufacturing jobs are greater and thus are not offset by the gain in
service jobs,
• Geographic Features - The Pittsfield MSA is located in Central Berkshire County the western
most County in Massachusetts, about 2-1/2 hours from both New York and Bosto~. The New
York State border in some portions of the MSA is less than 15 minutes away. The borders of
both Vermont and Connecticut are within a 45 minute drive. Surrounded by the Berkshire Hills
to the eas~ an~ the TaCOnICMountains to the west, the Pittsfield MSA for the most part lies in the
LHak°usaton:cz.uver Valley. Area lakes include Pontoosuc Lake, which is 470 acres. and Onotate, WhIChIS617 acres, both within a 5-mi ute drive of downtown Pittsfield.
• Historic Sites - The Pittsfield MSA is rich in both cultural and historic resources as it dates
back to th~ early settlers. Included in the resources are historic homes neighborhoods
manufactunng plants, commercial buildings, as well as archaeological sites. ' ,
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• Zonin~ - The zoning categories within the Pittsfield MSA vary between the municipalities.
Most of the rural areas are zoned for residential and agricultural uses, however commercial and
industrial uses could be approved on a special permit basis. Pittsfield is the predominant location
of land zoned for commercial and industrial uses. Included in the Pittsfield zoning classifications
are:
ReSidential Districts
R-43 = Single Family
43,560 sft. per lot
R-20 = Single Family
20,000 sft. per lot
R-12 = Single Family
12,000 sft. per lot
R-6 = Single Family
6,000 sft per lot
Two Family
7,500 sft, per lot
R-G = Garden Apartments
R-M =Multi Familv
Business Districts
B-C =Grouped Business
B-G =General Business
Industrial Districts .
I-L = Light Industrial
I-G =General Industrial
B-D =Downtown Business
C-W-s = Commercial Special Districts
Warehousing and
Storage LDI = Limited Industrial
• Federal and State Designations - The City of Pittsfield has been designated as an economically
distressed city. This means it can be given consideration when federal dollars are being
allocated. This has been established by the Economic Development Administration (EDA) since
February of 1975. Additionally, within the Pittsfield MSA there is land owned by the state and
federal governments; as well as protected farm land.
lc. General Description and Relevant Facts about North County
The Northern Berkshire region occupies the northwestern corner of Massachusetts.
Geographically and economically, the region is dominated by the Hoosac Mountain Range and
Mount Greylock which isolate the Northern Berkshire region both physically and
psychologically from the rest of the state (North Adams Community Development Strategy
1992-1994, draft). While the mountainous setting has hindered economic development, the
natural resources and beauty of the area make the Northern Berkshire region uniquely attractive.
North Adams is the largest community and only city in the region,. It is considered the hub of
the regional economy. Water power from the Hoosac River flows through North Adams and was
the driving force behind the historic industrial growth of North Adams. Since the Second World
War there has been a gradual decline in the region's industrial base similar to that experienced by
other New England mill towns. However, unlike some other areas, Northern Berkshire enjoyed a
somewhat more diversified industrial base, which cushioned the impacts of the declining textile
and paper industries. Yet, employment in North Adams, like the region as a whole, has been
increasingly vulnerable to the business decisions of a few large employers.
Since 1984, economic development efforts have taken up the time and energy of many Northern
Berkshire residents. By the middle of 1984, the decline of manufacturing translated into bad
economic times for the region. Early in 1984, the Adams Print Works announced its permanent
closing. Later in that year, Sprague Electric Company - the region's largest employer -
announced a major reduction in its work force and a relocation of its headquarters to
metropolitan Boston. A smaller subsidiary, Vishay Sprague, remained in the area employing a
much smaller staff.
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By 1990, fourteen manufacturing plants had closed. Coupled with cutbacks at other factories and
large retail establishments, some 5000 jobs have been lost in Northern Berkshire since 1984.
The "Massachusetts Miracle" which brought low unemployment to most of Massachusetts
between 1984 and 1989, as well as tremendous growth and investment, was never truly felt in the
Northern Berkshire region (North Adams Strategic Planning Study). Now, given the downturn
of the economy, North Adams is once again experiencing the closing of major businesses, and
high unemployment
• The Re~on - The Northern Berkshire region includes the City of North Adams and the towns
of Adams, Cheshire, Clarksburg, Florida, Hancock, New Ashford, Savoy, and Williamstown.
All these communities except for Cheshire are considered to be part of the North Adams Labor
Market Area.
• Population - The total population of the N rth Adams LMA is 38,403. The region covers
approximately 213 square miles with a population density ranging from 14.2 persons/sq. mi. in
New Ashford to 816 persons/sq.mi. in North Adams.
• Zonin~ - Within the North Adams LMA. four communities have industrial zoning: Adams,
Clarksburg, North Adams and Williamstown. New Ashford has a special permit process for
siting new industry. Other communities are primarily zoned for residential and agricultural uses.
• Accessibility - The region is accessible via Route 2 from the east or west, which is a winding
road with steep grades. A hairpin turn just outside of North Adams has been the site of
numerous serious trucking accidents. Access to 1-90 from the south requires a 50 minute drive
through four relatively congested areas: Lee, Lenox, Pittsfield, and Adams. North Adams is
about an hour's drive from Albany, NY and Greenfield, MA (North Adams Strategic Planning
Study). The City of North Adams is approximately 150 miles from Boston, 170 miles from
New York City, and 50 miles from the tri-city area of Albany, Troy, and Schenectady, New
York.
• Transportation - The region is serviced by the Boston and Maine Railroad line which
provides a major east-west link from Boston to Albany, through North Adams. Commercial air
access is limited. Small private planes can land at Harriman Airport in North Adams, however
commercial air travel requires use of Bradley International Airport in Hanford, CT, or the
Albany Airport.
• Employment Centers - Adams, North Adams and Williamstown are the primary employment
centers in the region. Pittsfield, which is approximately 30 miles south of North Adams, also
provides employment to many residents of the Northern Berkshire Region.
• Recreation - The Berkshires are rich in cultural and recreational facilities. Major Northern
Berkshire facilities include Brodie Mountain (skiing), Western Gateway Heritage State Park,
Natural Bridge State Park, Mount Greylock State Reservation, Clarksburg State Forest and
Savoy State Forest. The Mount Greylock Reservation encompasses a portion of the Appalachian
National Scenic Trail, and the highest peak in Massachusetts, Mount Greylock. Plans are
currently underway for the Greylock Glen Development.
• Hi~tori? PrO,perties - The City of North Adams has 8 Historic Districts on the National Register
of Histone Places with many individual properties also named to the register. Williamstown and
Adams also have properties listed on the His oric Register
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2. Natural Resources
2a. South County
Rivers, mountains and open-space are the most distinguishing features of South Berkshire
County., The Appalachian National Scenic T ail runs north-south through the region linking
various state parks. Monument, East, and Everett mountains as well as Bash-Bish Falls are some
of the predominant natural features.
The economic implications of the natural resources in this region cannot be understated.
Tourism is the life blood of the economy in S uth County and the mixture of rivers, mountains,
farms, and fields are what attract vacationers and second home owners. Agriculture is threatened
as an economic force but the open-space and scenic beauty this activity provides is essential to
the natural resource mix of the region.
2b. Central County
Significant natural resources in Central Berkshire County include October Mountain State
Forest, Beartown State Park, Pittsfield State Forest, Pontoosuc and Onota Lakes, Laurel Lake,
Lower Goose Pond, Upper Goose Pond, Richmond Pond. and Upper Reservoir. The quality of
the area's natural resources contribute significantly to the area's quality of life. Since a high
quality of life is an important contributing factor to successful economic development,
development activities should take: place in a manner that preserves or enhances the area's
important natural resources.
2c. North County
Mount Greylock, which is the highest peak in Massachusetts. and the Appalachian Trail are two
unique resources for the Northern Berkshire region. Because the region's environmental
attributes are a major factor in attracting new businesses to the area, especially with regard to
tourism, care must be taken so that new development does not bring significant negative
environmental impacts.
There are several State Forests located in the region in addition to the Mt. Greylock Reservation.
These include: Clarksburg State Forest, Savoy State Forest. as well as the Forbush Wildlife
Sanctuary in Hancock.
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3. Environmental Issues
3a. South County
The condition of the environment in South Berkshire County is paramount to its survival as a
tourist destination in the future. Consequently the environment imposes constraints on future
development in the region.
• Hazardous waste sites
In South Berkshire County there are twenty known or suspected hazardous waste sites. Four of
these sites are Confirmed sites meaning sites were oil or hazardous materials have been released
and for which remedial response actions have not been completed. There are two Remedial sites
which are locations where oil or hazardous materials have been released and for which an
appropriate remedial action has been taken. Eleven sites that are identified as Locations To Be
Investigated (LTBI). These sites are not known to have released contaminants but the
Department of Environmental Protection has eceived enough information to warrant an initial
investigation. There are also three Deleted sites in South Berkshire County. These are sites
where no further assessment or cleanup action is warranted. (List of Confirmed Disposal Sites
and Locations to be Investigated, DEP 1992)
• Sewer and Waste Water Treatment - Great Barrington and West Stockbridge are the only
communities in the LMA that provide sewer and waste water treatment. The other communities
rely on septic tanks and cesspools.
• Open Space - There are considerable undeveloped areas in the Southern Berkshire County.
This land contributes to the rural character of the area and is a definite factor in attracting tourists
to the area.
3b. Central County
• Solid Waste Disposal - Virtually all of the municipalities within the Pittsfield MSA contract
with private trucking firms to collect and haul solid waste to an energy recovery facility located
in East Pittsfield, The City of Pittsfield alone generates approximately 55,000 tons of solid waste
per year, while the surrounding towns (even beyond the MSA) generate an additional 20,000
tons. Ash from this recovery system is then deposited in the City Landfill which is also located
in Pittsfield, The projected life-span for the landfill is ten to fifteen years.
• Hazardous Waste - Hazardous waste sites in the Pittsfield area have become a growing concern.
As the shift occurs from an industrial and manufacturing economy to a service economy, many
of the heavier industrial sites (most notably the GE complex) will require some form of cleanup
in order to spur redevelopment or adaptive reuse opportunities. The specific sites within the
Pittsfield MSA have been or are in the process of being inventoried. This list is published by the
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State Government and is titled, List of Confirmed Disposal Sites And Locations to be
Investigated 1992, published by the Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup, Department of
Environmental Protection. Known contaminated sites are:
City Confirmed Site· Waiver· L.T.B.L·
Cheshire 1 0 0
Dalton 4 0 0
Lanesborough 6 0 3
Lee 5 0 4
Lenox 0 3 1
Hinsdale 0 1 0
Pittsfield 17 4 18
Stockbridge 0 0 1
Richmond 0 0 0
Totals 33 8 27
*The definitions for the terms are as follows:
Confirmed: Sites where releases of oil and/or hazardous materials have been confirmed
and which require further action.
Waiver: Confirmed non-priority sites where DEP has authorized a private party to
proceed with cleanup actions without further DEP oversight.
Locations to be investigated (LTBI): Locations DEP considers reasonably likely to be
disposal sites.
Source: List of Corfirmed Disposal Sites and Locations to be Investigated 1992.
• Water Supply - Generally considered a water rich area, the Pittsfield MSA is served by five
reservoirs. There are two major filtration systems which serve the region, as well as a number of
private wells which are more common in the rural areas of the MSA.
• Sewage Treatment - The process by which the Pittsfield MSA treats its sewage is somewhat
cooperative in nature. With the City of Pittsfield operating the largest system in the County,
other municipalities must rely on it to handle their sewage until they are capable of sustaining
one themselves. Another issue is the amou t of sewage that is generated in areas which lack
public sewers. Some towns are unable or unwilling to accept this form of sewage. Currently the
areas within the MSA with treatment systems are Pittsfield, Lenox, and the Berkshire Mall.
3c. North County
The mountainous environment poses significant physical limitations for development. For
example in North Adams, by the early seventies, 47% of the city's land area was built upon, and
of the remaining land 75% was severely limited by either poor soils or excessively steep slopes.
North Adams shares a sewage treatment facility with the Town of Williamstown. The facility,
located in Williamstown, is known as the Hoosac Water Quality District and is approaching
capacity (North Adams Strategic Planning Study). Adams has its own sewage treatment facility,
and the rest of the communities rely on septic systems, cesspools or other private means of
disposal.
In North Adams the water pipes have been recently upgraded, and there is sufficient capacity to
meet future growth due to the loss of industrial water users. Water quality is not a problem as a
fIltration plant is currently under construction. Sewage treatment capacity may be limited in the
future, however, it is currently not a problem.
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Landfill space is an increasing concern in the region, and is being addressed individually, by
each community. The North Adams municipal landfill is approaching capacity, and the city is
currently constructing a transfer station.
Hazardous waste sites are not prevalent in the area, and a majority of the confirmed sites are the
results of leaking, underground storage tanks (The source for the information on hazardous waste
is the Mass. Department of Environmental Protection publication: List of confirmed Disposal
sites and Locations to be Inyestie;ated, 1992).
Adams: two confirmed sites, one of which is a petroleum releases site, and a non-priority site.
Three sites are to be investigated.
North Adams: Eleven confirmed hazardous waste sites are listed, five of these sites are
petroleum releases from underground leaking storage tanks. One confirmed non-priority site is
also listed and four sites are to be investigated,
Williamstown: five confmned hazardous waste sites, and three of these are petroleum and oil
releases from leaking underground storage tanks. Additionally, four sites are to be investigated.
Clarksburg: one site to be investigated.
Florida, Hancock, New Ashford, Savoy have no sites listed by the state.
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4. Political Geography
4a. South County
The Great Barrington LMA is made up of nine communities, each with its own local
government consisting of a board of select people in conjunction with town meetings to approve
capital expenditures and policy. None of the communities have local planning or economic
development agencies, with the exception of Great Barrington which has an entity known as the
Main Street Action Association, a volunteer organization involved in the revitalization of the
downtown business corridor. In Southern Berkshire County, local governmental structure is
fairly simple. Towns are responsible for public functions, including education. Southern
Berkshire County is a rural area struggling to retain an historical mix of industry and agriculture.
Its citizens continue a proud tradition of local control and budget approval through town
meetings. Great Barrington has recently adopted a town manager form of government to re-
organize local government. Other towns are beginning to establish administrative assistance.
In 1992, the citizens of Great Barrington codified their belief that a part-time, non-professional
Board of Select people is under-equipped to address the complex technical, regulatory, legal, and
financial questions facing the town. When voters adopted a Town Manager form of government
administration, they also endorsed a system that shifts the Select people's focus from day-to-day
running of the Town to long-range goal-setting and planning. Once a professional manager takes
the administrative reins of municipal government, it is hoped that Town Hall can take a stronger
and more proactive role as a coordinating, facilitating, and unifying force in shaping Great
Barrington's economic, cultural, social, and environmental future. However, it is also anticipated
that the transition will bring about a period of temporary confusion and possible paralysis as new
structures and lines of communication are formed,
4b. Central County
The Pittsfield MSA is made up of eight towns and one city. Each town has its own local
government consisting of a board of select people in conjunction with town meetings to approve
capital expenditures and policy. The City of Pittsfield has a Mayor and City Council form of
government. None of the communities have local planning or economic development agencies,
with the exception of Pittsfield, which has an Office of Community and Economic Development.
Regional coordination is limited to the BCRPC which is involved in county-wide planning on an
advisory basis.
4c. North County
All the communities in the Northern Berkshire region, with the exception of North Adams, have
either a representative or open Town Meeting form of government. North Adams has a Mayor
and City Council form of government. Adams and Williamstown have Town Managers and the
smaller communities have select people. Both Adams and North Adams have community
development offices which oversee economic development initiatives. The Northern Berkshire
Industrial Park and Development Corporation. coordinates economic development efforts for the
region.
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5. Population and Age Profile
Sa. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
In 1990, the Great Barrington LMA, had a population of 17,508, making it the smallest of the
three Iabor market areas in Berkshire County and accounting for 12.6% of all people living in the
County. (see table 1) Between 1980 and 1990. the Great Barrington LMA population increased
from 16,792 to 17,508, an increase of 4.3%. (see table 1) This is slightly less than the 5.6%
increase experienced between 1970 and 1980. During the 1970's the town of Great Barrington
realized a population decrease of 1.8%, but durlng this same period the surrounding communities
grew at rates between .7% and 44%, with the exception of Egremont which lost less than one
percent of its population. In the 1980's Great Barrington's population increased by 3.8% while
all but two of the other LMA communities continued to grow. Berkshire County lost 3% and 4%
of its population in the 1970's and 1980's, respectively. The Commonwealth, IOnthe other hand,
grew 0.8% in the 1970's and 4.9% in the 1980's. In effect, the Great Barrington LMA is showing
an increase in population (reflecting a State trend) while the rest of Berkshire county continues to
indicate a drop.
Sb. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
According to the 1990 Census, the population of the Pittsfield MSA declined from 66,934 in
1980 to 64,304 in 1990. A significant differe ce, the 2,630 person decline, translates tQ an over
all 4.0% decrease for the MSA. Of the total MSA population, Pittsfield represents 61.4% while
the next largest population within the MSA is Dalton, comprising 8~9%of the MSA's population.
The remaining municipalities rank as follows: Lee. 7.4%, Lenox 6.4%, Cheshire 4.4%,
Lanesborough 3.8%, Stockbridge 3.04%, Hinsdale 2.5%, and Richmond 2.14%. Also
descriptive of the total population of the Pittsfield MSA is the fact that 69.6% of the population
is considered urban, 30.0% rural and .36% farm dwelling.
The 1990 data released by the U.S. Bureau of Census indicates that the 48,662 people living in
Pittsfield represents a steady loss of population over the last thirty years. These data reveal that
the number of people residing in the City represents an overall diminishing portion of the
population of the surrounding Pittsfield Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). In 1980 Pittsfield
had a total population of 51,974, comprising over 58% of the total population of the SMSA,
which was reported tQ be 88,598. Between 1980 and 1990, Pittsfield lost 3,352 people or 6.4%
of its population. The Census data for 1970 indicates that the city had 57,020 residents which
accounted for almost 65% IOfthe 88,094 people residing in the SMSA.
Sc. North County (North Adams LMA)
The total population of the LMA is 38,403 according to the Bureau of the Census figures for
1990. While the population of the state of Massachusetts has been steadily increasing, the
population of Berkshire County has been dec ining. The Northern Berkshire region mirrors the
county-wide trend, experiencing a 6.5% decline in population between 1980 and 1990. Over the
same period, the state's population increased by 4.9%. Of the most highly populated
communities, Adams, North Adams, and Williamstown, the Town of Adams experienced the
most dramatic population decline - 9%.
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Table 1 - Population Trends an the Berkshire Region 1970-1990 Percentage Change
1970 1980 1990 1970- 1980-
Pop. Pop. Pop. 1980 1990
Massachusetts 5,689,170 5,728,288 6,016,425 0.8% 4.9%
Berkshire 149,407 145,110 139,352 -3.0% -4.0%
County
Great Barrington 15,892 16,792 17,508 5.6% 4.3%
LMA
North Adams 43,260 41,091 38,403 -5.0%
-6.5%
LMA
Pittsfield LMA 71,075 66,934 64,304 -5.8% -3.9%
Source: us. Bureau of Census 1990 Census of Ponulation
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6. Age and Racial Composition
6a. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
When comparing the age composition of Great Barrington with that of Berkshire County and the
Commonwealth, two trends are apparent. The first trend being the higher proportion of people
sixty five and over and the second being a smaller proportion of people between the ages of fifteen
and sixty four (see table 2). Male and female ratios are almost exactly the same from LMA to
County to Commonwealth but minority populations in both Berkshire County and the Great
Barrington LMA are less than half those of the Commonwealth as a whole (see table 2).
Table 2a • Age, Sex and Ethnic Composition, 1990
Great
Barrington
Massachusetts Berkshire County LMA
Age/Sex Composition
Under 15 years 19.2% 19% 19.2%
15-64 Years 67% 64% 63.1%
65 Years and over 14% 17% 17.7%
Males 48% 48% 47.5%
Females 52% 52% 52.5%
Ethnic Composition
White Population 89.9% 97% 97.3%
Black Population 4.9% 1.8% 2.9%
Other Populations 5.1% 1.2% 0.6%
Total Population 6.016,425 139,352 17,508
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990 Census of Population
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6b. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
The demographic breakdown of the Pittsfield MSA shows that 64.1% of the population are
between the ages of 15 and 65 (see table 2b), representing by far the largest share. This is
thought by some to reflect the ability of the Pittsfield MSA to offer a stable labor force. Minority
populations included in the MSA are represented by a 2.0% Black population, and a 1.3%
population representing other minority groups. Berkshire county's minority population appears
to be significantly lower than the state average, (see table 2b). Also worth noting is the higher
than average population of people 65 years and over.
Table 2b - Age, Sex and Ethnic l:omposlhon9199ii
Berkshire Pittsfield
Massachusetts County MSA
Total Population 6,016,425 139,352 79,271
Age/Sex Composition
Under 15 years 19% 19% 19.3%
15-64Years 67% 64% 64.1%
65 Years and over 14% 17% 16.6%
Males 48% 48% 48.0%
Females 52% 52% 52.0%
Ethnic Composition
White Population 89.9% 97% 96.7%
Black Population 4.9% 1.8% 2.0%
Other Populations 5.1% 1.2% 1.3%
Foreign Born Population 9.5% 3.6% 4.9%
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1990 Census of the Population
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6c North County (North Adams LMA)
In North Adams, almost 80% of the population is over 18 years of age, with the majority of
residents (27%) between 25 and 44 years of age (North Adams Community Development
Strategy 1992-1994, draft). Residents who are 65 and over comprise 17.8% of the population.
Trends indicate a growing population of elderly people. There is growing desire within these
communities to slow down the out-migration of young people. Although North Adams State
College and Williamstown College provide educational opportunities, employment opportunities
are still limited. There is little ethnic diversity in the region, with the majority (96.8%) of people
being white.
Table 2c • Age, Sex and Ethmc Composition, 1990
Massachusetts Berkshire County
North Adams
LMA
38,382Total Population
Age/Sex Composition
Under 15 years
6,016,425 1l39,352
19%
64%
17.2%
65.0%
19.2%
67%
14%
48%
52% 52.6%
15-64 Years
65 Years and over 17.8%17%
48%
52%
Males 47.4%
Females
Ethnic Composition
White Population
Black Population
Other Populations
96.8%97%
1.8%
1.2%
89.9%
4.9% 1.9%
1.3%5.1%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census. 1990 Census ofPooulation
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7. Educational Attainment
7a. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
The education level of the Great Barrington LMA citizens is below that of the commonwealth in
every category except for persons over twenty five with a high school diploma (see table 3).
When the LMA is compared with all of Berkshire Coullty, only the percentage of college
graduates, twenty five and older is greater, than that of the County.
Table 3a _EducatIonal CharacteristIcs, 1990 GreatBt:rkshire
Massachusetts County
Barrington
LMA
Persons 18-24 Years 702,817
15,098 1,299
High School Graduates 83.5%
82.8% 74.6%
Four or more years College 13.9%
7.2% 5.4%
Persons 25 years and over 3,962,223 92,609
11,260
High School Graduates 80%
77.9% 80.5%
Four or more years of College 27.2%
20.9% 24.9%
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1990Census ofPoDulation
7b. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
The Pi.ttsfield MSA has a sligh~y higher percentage of residents who are high school graduates
th~ elt,h~r the state or. Berkshire County. However, given the predominance of colleges and
~mve~.lues elsewhere ~ the Commonwealth, it is not surprising that Massachusetts: as a whole
C
as a igher co~centrauon of those attending four or more years of college than either Berkshire
ounty or the Pittsfield MSA.
Table 3b - Educational Cbaracteristtes,T9~
Massachusetts
Berkshire Pittsfield
County MSA
Persons 18-24 Years 702,817 15,098 6,735
High School Graduates 83.5% 82.8% 84.0%
Four or more years College 13.9% 7.2% 9.6%
Persons 25 years and over 3,962,223 92,609 53,835
High School Graduates 80% 77.9% 80.4%
Four or more years 27.2% 20.9%
of College
21.5%
Source: US Burea f th C .. . u 0 e ensus 1990Census of Population
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/7c. North County (North Adams LMA)
The high school graduation rates in the region have: increased in recent years, however the
percentage of graduates who continue on to post-secondary school is less than half the state
average. Young people tend to leave the area, which contributes to this low percentage of 18-24
year olds' who might go on to obtain an associate's or bachelor's degree.
Table 3c - Educational Characteristics, 1990 --
Berkshire
Massachusetts County
North
Adams
LMA
6,393
87.8%
5.1%
Persons 18-24Years 702,817 15,098
High School Graduates 83.5% 82.8%
Four or more years College 13.9% 7.2%
Persons 25 years and over 3,962,223 92,609
High School Graduates 80% 77.9%
Four or more years of College 27.2% 20.9%
24,188
69.3%
22.0%
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1990 Census of Population
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/8. Income Characteristics
Sa. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
A smaller percentage of Great Barrington LMA households or families make less than $10,000
when compared with the rest of Berkshire County and the: Commonwealth (see table 4). At
income levels between $10,000 and $34,999 LMA households and families are several
percentage points higher than the Commonwealth, but consistent with the rest of Berkshire
County. When income reaches the $35,000 level households and families in both Berkshire
County and the Great Barrington LMA are surpassed by the Commonwealth.
Table 4a- Income Characteristics, 1990 ---
Berkshire
Massachusetts County
Total Number of Household 2,244,406 54,531
Under $10,000 13.4% 14.9%
$10,000 - $24,999 19.9% 26.0%
$25,000 - $34,999 13.8% 16.1%
$35,000 - $74,999 38.3% 34.9%
$75,000 &Over 14.6% 8.0%
Median Household Income $36,952 $30,470
Total Number of Families 1,525,198 36,976
Under $10,000 6.9% 6.9%
$10,000 - $24,999 16.1% 20.8%
$25,000 - $34,999 13.5% 17.5%
$35,000 - $74,999 44.9% 44.1%
$75,000 & Over 15.8% 10.6%
Median Family Income $44,367 $38,128
**In£' .ormation unavailable, See next table for community listings.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990Census ofPooulation
Great
Barrington
LMA
6,294
12.9%
26.6%
15.0%
35.6%
9.9%
**
4.357
5.8%
21.9%
16.9%
44.0%
11.6%
**
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8b. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
According to U.S. Census figures, the Pittsfield MSA has a lower percentage of households with
incomes of $35,000 and over than the state as a whole. However, the Pittsfield MSA has a
slightly higher percentage of households with incomes of $35,000 and over than the county
average.
Conversely the Pittsfield MSA also has a higher concentration of households with incomes less
than 35,000 than the state average. According to tables 4b and 5b, eight of the nine communities
have median household incomes less than the county average, indicating that the area is not
affluent relative to the county or the state as a whole.
Table 4b· Income Characterisnes, 1990
Berkshire Pittsfield
Massachusetts County MSA
Total Number of Household 2,244,406 54,531 31,569
Under $10,000 13.4% 14.9% 13.8
$10,000 - $24,999 19.9% 26.0% 24.5%
$25,000 - $34,999 13.8% 16.1% 16.1%
$35,000 - $74,999 38.3% 34.9% 36.6%
$75,000 & Over 14.6% 8.0% 9.1%
Median Household Income $36,952 $30,470 **
Total Number of Families 1,525,198 36,976 21,573
Under $10,000 6.9% 6.9% 6.6%
$10,000 - $24,999 16.1% 20.8% 18.9%
$25,000 - $34,999 13.5% 17.5% 17.3%
$35,000 - $74,999 44.9% 44.1% 45.2%
$75,000 & Over 15.8% 10.6% 12.1%
Median Family Income $44,367 $38,128 **
**Information unavailable. See next table for community listings.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1990 Census of Pooulation
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Se. North County (North Adams LMA)
According to 1990 U.S. Census statistics, the NOIth Adams LMA has a higher percentage of
households and families with an annual income of less than $35,000, relative to Massachusetts as
a whole. In North Adams, the median household income was $22,100 for 1989 compared to a
county-wide average of $30,470. In North Adams 14% of all persons are considered to live
below the poverty line, and 59% of the city's population is considered to be of low to moderate
income.
Table 4c- Income Characteristics, 1990
North
Berkshire Adams
Massachusetts County LMA
Total Number of Households 2,244,406 54,531 14,863
Under $10,000 13.4% 14.9% 18.6%
$10,000 - $24,999 19.9% 26.0% 29.5%
$25,000 - $34,999 13.8% 16.1% 16.2%
$35,000 - $74,999 38.3% 34.9% 30.6%
$75,000 & Over 14.6% 8.0% 4.8%
Median Household Income $36,952 $30,470 **
Total Number of Families 1,525,198 36,976 9,634
Under $10,000 6.9% 6.9% 8.3%
$10,000 - $24,999 16.1% 20.8% 24.9%
$25,000 - $34,999 13.5% 17.5% 18.5%
$35,000 - $74,999 44.9% 44.1% 41.4%
$75,000 & Over 15.8% 10.6% 6.9%
Median Family Income $44,367 $38,128 **
**Information unavailable. See next table for community listings.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990Census ofPooulation
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8d. Median Family and Household Incomes;
The following set of tables indicate the Median Family and Household Incomes for all three
regions in Berkshire County . Family income is defined as. the joint income of related persons
living in one house while Household income is defined as the joint income of persons living at a
single address regardless of relationship.
Table Sa- Median Family and Household Incomes - Great Barrington LMA
Community Median Family Median Household
Income Income
Alford $46,719.00 $39,063.00
Egremont $38,365.00 $31,437.00
Great Barrington $40,244.00 $32,345.00
Monterey $33,500.00 $29,659.00
Mount Washington $43,750.00 $42,188.00
New Marlborough $32,562.00 $30,577.00
Sandisfield $37,188.00 $32,417.00
Sheffield $34,492.00 $29,243.00
West Stockbridge $37,437.00 $32,132.00
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990 Census of Population
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Table Sb - Median Family and Household Incomes - Pittsfaeld MSA
Community Median Family Median Household
Income Income
Cheshire $42,406.00 $36,803.00
Dalton $45,298.00 $36,518.00
Hinsdale $37,880.00 $33,714.00
Lanesborough $39,805.00 $36,429.00
Lee $42,363.00 $33,613.00
Lenox $44,225.00 $34,500.00
Pittsfield $38,005.00 $29,987.00
Richmond $50,726.00 $47,857.00
Stockbridge $46,023.00 $35,405.00
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census 1990 Census of the Ponulation
Table 5c • Median Family and Household Incomes- North Adams LMA
Community Median Family Median Household
Income Income
Adams $25,060.00 $31,589.00
Clarksburg $32,414.00 $38,454.00
Florida $29,808.00 $32,279.00
Hancock $32,656.00 $40,577.00
NonhAdams $22,100.00 $30,894.00
New Ashford $32,143.00 $32,083.00
Savoy $33-,438.00 $39,063.00
Williamstown $33,949.00 $43,763.00
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census. 1990 Census of the Population
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9. Income Types
9a. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
The Great Barrington LMA has a larger percentage of households surviving on retirement or
social security incomes than does the Commonwealth (see table 6). The median incomes of
these two groups are higher in the LMA as well. Great Barrington LMA households that are self
employed are double those of Berkshire County.
Table 6a - Income Type and Poverty Status
Great
Berkshire Barrington
Massachusetts County LMA
Number of households 2,244,406 54,531 6,294
Households
with wage & salary income 78.0% 72.9% 73.3%
Household with
non-farm self employed 11.9% 12.6% 25.5%
income
Households with farm
self employed income 0.7% 0.8% 1.6%
Households with
social security income 27.0% 33.1% 33.1% .
Households with
public assistance income 7.7% 8.5% 5.4%
Households with
retirement income 16.3% 20.8% 17.2%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990 Census ofPooulation
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9b. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
In the Pittsfield MSA the percentage of households receiving public assistance, social security,
and retirement income are higher than the state-wide figures. The mean income per household
from public assistance and social security is less than the state averages. Mean wage and salary
income for the Pittsfield MSA is lower than the state average but higher than the county average
(see table 6b).
Table 6b - Income Type and Poverty status
Berkshire Pittsfield
Massachusetts County MSA
INCOME TYPE IN 1989
Number of households 2,244,406 54,531 31,569
Households
with wage & salary income 78.0% 72.9% 74.2%
Mean wage & salary income $45,022 $36,610 $40,586
Household with
non-farm self employed 11.9% 12.6% 11.2%
income
Mean non-farm
self employed income $23,101 $18,104 $21.155
Households with
~ann self employed 0.7% 0.8% 0.7%
Income
Mean farm
self employed income $7.867 $9,364 $10,220
Households with
social security income 27.0% 33.1% 31.9%
~ean social security
$7,649 $7,893 $8,345Income
Households with
public assistance income 7.7% 8.5% 8.6%
Mean public assistance
$~,569income $4,711 $4,345
Households with
retirement income 16.3% 20.8% 21.5%
Mean retirement .
income $8,571 $7,835 $8,411
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of the Population
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9c. North County (North Adams LMA)
In the North Adams LMA the percentage of households receiving public assistance, social
security, and retirement income are higher than the state-wide figures. The mean income per
household from these three sources is significantly less than the state averages. The economic
troubles of the region go well beyond the information contained in these figures. The loss of
jobs, low income levels and increased dependence on public assistance has had a measurable
social impact. Statistics about substance abuse, child abuse referrals, and mental health
assistance highlight the social stresses the Northern Berkshire communities are experiencing.
While the need for services is increasing, the state and federal governments have cut back
resources available for such services.
Table 6c - Income Type and Poverty Status
North
Berkshire Adams
INCOME TYPE IN 1989 Massachusetts County LMA
Number of households 2,244,406 54,531 14,863
Households with
wage & salary income; 78.0% 72.9% 69.4%
Households with
non-farm self employed income; 11.9% 12.6% 9.8%
Households with
farm self.employed income; 0.7% 0.8% 1.0%
Households with
social security income; 27.0% 33.1% 36.7%
Households with
public assistance income; 7.7% 8.5% 10.0%
Households with
retirement income 16.3% 20.8% 21.7%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990 Census of Population
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10. Labor Force and Unemployment Profile
lOa. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
As shown in table 7 below, unemployment in the Great Barrington LMA has not reached the
levels of unemployment in the rest of Berkshire County or the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The 5.7% unemployment level in July of 1992 was less than Berkshire County's and
Massachusetts' . The most disturbing aspect of unemployment in the Great Barrington LMA is
that it has increased, although only slightly, in the past year while Berkshire County and the
Commonwealth have realized slight decreases (see table 7). This may be due to the fact that
25.5% of the population is self-employed and is not reflected in unemployment compilations.
lOb. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
Total non-agricultural employment for the Pittsfield MSA in 1990 was 37,485 (see table 9). The
unemployment rate for the Pittsfield MSA has been consistently higher than the state's, as
indicated in table 8b. On the whole, the Pittsfield MSA's unemployment rate has been lower
than that of the North Adams LMA (with the exceptions occurring in 1988 and 1989), and higher
than that of the Great Barrington LMA.
lOe. North County (North Adams LMA)
Prior to 1990, manufacturing jobs in the region were provided by a small number of businesses.
This made the Northern Berkshire economy extremely vulnerable to single firm decisions. These
decisions have led to dramatic swings in unemployment. For the City of North Adams, the
highest unemployment rate of the last decade occurred in February of 1991 where it peaked at
15%. The lowest rate of 3.9% occurred in November of 1987, however, at the same time, the
state unemployment rate was even lower at 2.5%.
While the eighties were a period of low nemployment and tremendous growth for the
Massachusetts economy, the Northern Berkshire region's economy stabilized, but did not
experience the same expansion. As can be seen in table '7. the unemployment rate increased
sharply after 1989. This is due in part to substantial workforce reductions since 1989 at General
Electric in Pittsfield, and the closing of several businesses in North Adams and Adams. This
most recent economic downturn has North Adams once again experiencing the closing of major
businesses and high unemployment.
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Table 7 • Labor Force and Unemployment Rates
Labor Force Unemployment Rate Rate
July 1992 July 1992 July 1992 July 1991
Massachusetts 3,201,800 278,400 9.0% 9.5%
Berkshire County 74,279 29,878 9.2% N/A
Pittsfield 42,950 3,853 9.7% 10.1%
MSA
North Adams 19,220 1,901 9.8% 11.3%
LMA
Great Barrington 9,684 594 5.7% 4.8%
LMA
Source: Massachusetts Deparunent of Employment and Training
* The Pittsfield MSA and the North Adams and Great Barrington LMA's do not include every town or every person
in Berkshire County.
Table 8a - Labor force and Unemployment: Great Barrington LMA
LMA
Labor force
LMA
Unemployment
Rate
Massachusetts
Unemployment
Rate
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
3.9%
2.9%
2.8%
2.9%
2.6%
2.7%
4.1%
6.1%
4.8%
3.9%
3.8%
3.2%
3.3%
4.0%
6.0%
9.0%
9,727
9,468
8,971
9,033
9,204
9,450
9,493
9,313
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990 Census of the Population
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Table 8b Labor force and Unemployment: Pittsfield MSA
Year
Labor
Force
Unemployment
Rate
Massachusetts
Unemployment
Rate
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
39,849
40,442
40,027
39,998
40,983
40,983
41,608
41,293
6.1%
4.3%
4.2%
3.9%
4.7%
4.7%
6.3%
10.4%
4.8%
3.9%
3.8%
3.2%
3.3%
4.0%
6.0%
9.0%
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990 Census of the Population
Table 8c • Labor Force and Unemployment: North Adams LMA
Labor
Force
Unemployment
Rate
Massachusetts
Unemployment
RateYear
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
6.8%
6.8%
6.0%
4.5%
4.4%
4.6%
7.0%
11.3%
4.8%
3.9%
3.8%
3.2%
3.3%
4.0%
6.0%
9.0%
21,338
20,044
19,076
19,267
19,950
20,209
20,421
20,649
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990 Census of the Population
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11. Employment Characteristics
lla. South County (Great Barrington LMA)
Employment in the Great Barrington LMA is primarily in retail trade and service industries (see
table 9). Both of these indicators are above the county and commonwealth averages.
Manufacturing employment, on the other hand. is approximately half that of Massachusetts and
Berkshire County.
lIb. Central County (Pittsfield MSA)
An analysis of the Pittsfield MSA's employment by major industry type indicates that services,
manufacturing and retail trade are the primary sources of jobs in the area. This is consistent with
the deployment of workers by industry type state-wide and county-wide. It is interesting to note
that, while the Pittsfield MSA is the county seat, houses the largest concentration of offices in the
county, and contains a two year community college, the percentage of employees in public
administration is significantly lower than that of the state, county, Great Barrington LMA and the
North Adams LMA.
lIe. North County (North Adams LMA)
Between 1985 and 1991 the most significant shift in the structure of industrial employment in the
Berkshire region has been the shift from manufacturing towards services. The manufacturing
share of industrial employment declined, falling from 27% in 1985 to 20% in 1991. Concurrent
with this decline was the rise in service industry employment from 25% to 32%. This shift
toward services has led to labor market adjustment difficulties in recent years in that the kinds of
skills needed for service positions differ greatly from the skills learned by workers displaced
from manufacturing. (Mass. DET)
Nondurable goods manufacturing, including paper and paper products, fabricated plastics,
chemicals, and printing, has emerged as an increasingly significant component of the
manufacturing base in the County. Retail trade has accounted for an increasing share of
employment within the region. (Mass. DET)
While job losses have been widespread throughout various sectors. fully 70% of the total losses
between 1988 and 1991 have been in the Manufacturing and Construction sectors. Significantly,
employment in health, private education, personal services, and engineering and management
services actually expanded during the same period. (Mass. DET)
The top three employers in the Northern Berkshire region currently are:
William's College 800-1000 employed
North Adams Regional Hospital 500 employed
North Adams State College 300 employed
Other important employers in the region are General Electric (Pittsfield), Steiner Film
(Williamstown). Excelsior Printing and Processing (North Adams), Pfizer Corporation (Adams).
Grace Chemical (Adams), James River (Adams), Morrison Berkshire (North Adams), Novtex
(North Adams).
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Table 9 • Employment by Major Industry Type in 1990
Great North
Massachusetts Berkshire Pittsfield Barrington Adams
INDUSTRY County MSA LMA LMA
Total Employment 2,979,000** 60,950 37,458 6,281 13,579
Agriculture NA 0.6% 1.2% 1.6% 0.9%
Mining <0.1% 0.2% 0.2% NA NA
Construction 3.4% 4.9% 6.7% 6.7% 3.4%
Manufacturing 24.7%* 21.3%* 20.2%* 12.0% 20.3%
Transportation and
Public Utilities 4.4% 3.2% 4.3% 2.8% 3.4%
Wholesale Trade 5.7% 2.8% 2.6% 2.1% 3.5%
Retail Trade 17.8% 21.2% 18.2% 25.9% 19.6%
Finance, Insurance
and Real Estate 7.2% 4.0% 5.2% 3.2% 2.9%
Services 33.9% 31.6% 31.8% 38.6% 32.3%
Public Administration 13.3% 10.2% 3.1% 7.1% 13.6%
* Includes high tech manufacturing
** Does not include agricultural employment
Source: Massachusetts Department of Employment Traininz
Source: Employment Profile of Berkshire County Service Delivery Area. Massachusetts Department of Employment
and Training.
Table 10 - Industrial Employment Distributions: Berkshire County
INDUSTRY %Employed 1985 %Employed 1991
Agriculture and
Mining 0.7% 0.9%
Construction 4.1% 4.0%
Manufacturing 27.1% 19.7%
Transportation and
Public Utilities 2.7% 3.2%
Trade 25.9% 24.6%
Finance, Insurance,
Real Estate 4.3% 4.5%
Services 25.1% 32.3%
Government 10.0% 10.8%
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12. Housing Characteristics
12a. South County
The housing stock built between 1980 and 1990 in the Great Barrington LMA is proportionally
greater than both Berkshire County and Massachusetts. When examining housing built prior to
1940 the LMA is less than one percentage point below that of the County and 5.4 percentage
points above all of Massachusetts. The majority of the LMA's housing predates 1940, as does all
of the Commonwealth's, new housing has been relatively higher. There are approximately 1000
families on fuel assistance and an additional 1000 families living transitional housing or living
with in-laws.
12b. Central County
The majority of housing units in the Pittsfield MSA are single family residential. A substantial
number of multifamily units are unique to Pittsfield as it is the largest city in the MSA. Because
of the characteristics of New England it not uncommon for housing to be more than thirty years
old. For example, over 66% of the housing stock in the Pittsfield MSA is more than thirty years
old while slightly more than 11% is less than ten years old.
12c. North County
Based on the 1990 U.S. Census, the majority (nearly 55%) of the housing stock in the North
Adams LMA was built prior to 1940. In North Adams, the figure is 63%, with a significant
amount of that housing in need of repairs. Due to environmental constraints, there appears to be
limited land which is suitable for building, meaning that existing housing needs to either be
repaired or destroyed and rebuilt. The 1972Master Plan addressed housing needs and the City of
North Adams exceeded its need to provide moderate-income and elderly housing. However,
since the late 1970's the housing picture has c anged. The cost of homes has risen sharply in the
region, and there is a larger demand for new, low maintenance housing. The need for affordable
housing has increased in light of rising costs. Both residents and city leaders are seeking
solutions to increase the supply of affordable housing.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1990 Summary Taoe File #3
Table 11 • Age or Housmg stock
Great North
Berkshire Pittsfield Barrington Adams
Mass County LMA LMA LMA
1980-90 13.7% 11.4% 11.1% 17.1% 6.2%
1960-79 26.9% 23.4% 22.5% 21.1% 22.9%
1940-59 ~20.5% 19.2% 21.9% 17.5% 16.0%
pre 1940 38.8% 45.8% 44.4% 44.4% 54.8%
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13. Infrastructure
13a. South County
Transportatiqn Networks - Southern Berkshire County is abutted to the north by the
Massachusetts Turnpike. the major east-west highway in the state, and by state routes 7 and 23 to
the south. However, a major constraint is the limited turnpike access in West Stockbridge.
Currently, the entrance/exit passes through the town. Heading east on 1-90, one cannot get off
the Massachusetts Turnpike at West Stockbridge, A proposal that would allow west-bound
travelers to get on 1-90 in West Stockbridge is under consideration by the Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority. Furthermore. geographically. Great Barrington is the road hub for two
major highways that connect Connecticut, via Route 7 (7 miles to the south), and New York
State, via Route 23 (5 miles to the west). it is considered the gateway to the Berkshires by its
many visitors.
Water and Sewer Services are limited in South Berkshire County. Public water availability is
less than half the state average and public sewerage represents a third of the state average.
13b. Central County
Transportation Networks - The Pittsfield MSA is primarily accessed by U.S. Route 7 from the
north and south; U.S. Route 20 from the south and west; State Route 41 from the southwest;
State Route 8 from the north and east; and, S ate Route 9 from the east. The City of Pittsfield
itself is located 10 miles from the Lee interchange of the Massachusetts Turnpike. Of the nine
municipalities, Pittsfield comprises 61.4% of the total population of the MSA, and it is the only
area defmed as urban, with the remaining communities more rural in nature.
Beyond accessibility by roads and highways, the Pittsfield MSA is also served by both rail and a
small municipal airport. ConRail provides the area with rail-freight service, while Amtrack stops
at the Pittsfield station for passenger service. Lyon Aviation is the primary charter service for air
travel from the Pittsfield Airport. Also available at the airport are various air freight companies.
The Berkshire Regional Transit Authority provides bus service throughout parts of the county.
Water and Sewer Services - Generally considered a water rich area, the Pittsfield MSA is
serviced by five reservoirs. There are two major filtration systems providing the region with
drinking water. With the City of Pittsfield operating the largest system in the County, other
municipalities must rely on it to handle their sewage until they are capable of sustaining
themselves. Currently the areas within the MSA with treatment systems are Pittsfield, Lenox,
and the Berkshire Mall. Areas not served by public systems rely on septic.
13c. North County
Transportation Networks - The region is accessible via Route 2 from the east or west, which is a
winding road with steep grades. A hairpin turn just outside of North Adams has been the site of
numerous serious trucking accidents. Access to 1-90 from the south requires a 50 minute drive
through four relatively congested areas: Lee, Lenox, Pittsfield, and Adams. North Adams is
about an hour's drive from Albany, NY and Greenfield, MA (North Adams Strategic Planning
Study). The city of North Adams is approximately 150miles from Boston, 170miles from New
York City, and 50 miles from the tri-city area of Albany, Troy, and Schenectady, New York.
The region is serviced by the Boston and Maine Railroad line which provides a major east-west
link from Boston to Albany, through North Adams. Commercial air access is limited. Small
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private planes can land at Harriman Airport in North Adams, however, commercial air travel
requires use of Bradley International Airport in Hartford, or the Albany Airport.
Water and Sewer Services - North Adams, Adams and Williamstown are the most populated
communities in the Northern Berkshire region and are the only communities that are almost
exclusively on public water and sewer. The smaller communities are all on septic or cesspool
systems and the majority utilize well water as a drinking water supply.
13d. Berkshire County
Table 12··Infrastructure-Sewer and Water
Great North
Berkshire Pittsfield Barrington Adams
Mass County MSA LMA LMA
Total number of
Housing Units 2,472,711 64,324 3.,4940 8,741 16,355
Percent Occupancy 90.9% 48.4% 89.7% 72.1% 90.6%
Source of Water
Public system or
private company 91.6% 76.8% 83.2% 43.5% 86.4%
Individual drilled well 6.9% 17.9% 9.1% 44.2% 7.5%
Individual dug well 1.2% 3.1% 1.4% 7.4% 3.4%
Other source 0.2% 2.2% 1.3% 4.9% 2.7%
Sewage Disposal
Public Sewer 72.9% 69.2% 74.6% 27.9% 84.1%
Septic Tank or Cesspool 0.4% 30.3% 20.2% 70.6% 15.6%
Other Means 0.4% .05% 0.2% 0.3% 0.4%
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1990 Summary Tape File #3
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14. Planning and Economic Development Initiatives
Planning and economic development activities in Berkshire County are undertaken by a variety
of public and private organizations. In the past there has been little county-wide effort to
coordinate economic and planning ac:tivities. Economic development is carried out by a variety
of organizations, many of which are non profit groups with volunteer representation.
The following list of organizations, while not exhaustive, provide the basis for planning and
economic development: all of the municipalities and their development agencies, the legislative
contingent of Berkshire County, County Commissioners, Berkshire County Regional Planning.
Commission (BCRPC), Northern Berkshire Industrial Park and Development Corporation
(NBIPDC), Main Street Action Association (MSAA), Association of Chambers of Commerce,
Berkshire County Land Use Commission (BCLUC), Berkshire County Regional Employment
Board (BCREB), and Berkshire County Food and Land Council (BCFLC).
A list of current initiatives and organizations involved in planning and economic development
activities follows.
14a. South County
• Northern Gateway Project: Main Street Action Association and the Town of Great
Barrington
• Integrated land use planning and management: Berkshire County Land Use Commission
• Access to the Massachusetts Turnpike: various municipal governments and the Berkshire
County Regional Planning Commission
• Sustainable agricultural base: Berkshire County Food and Land Council
• Cost of community services: Berkshire County Land Use Commission, Berkshire County
Food and Land Council, Main Street Action Association
14b. Central County
• Completion of a new master plan for Pittsfield, which was adopted by the Planning Board
in April 1993: City of Pittsfield
• Work begun on Technology Park located on Dan Fox Drive in Pittsfield. Successful $1
million fundraising campaign and $1 million CDAG: Central Berkshire Chamber of
Commerce, City of Pittsfield.
• Downtown planning process initiated in January 1993: City of Pittsfield, Pittsfield Central,
Central Berkshire Chamber of Commerce
• Completion of Capitol Theater Urban Renewal Plan in FY 94. Resulted in adaptive reuse
of a theater, neighborhood revitalization, and extensive improvements to downtown
business district: City of Pittsfield
• Creation of new entrepreneurial program to serve Pittsfield's minority community. Funded
by a $324,500 technical assistance grant from HUD: City of Pittsfield, Berkshire
Enterprises, and Association for Basic Community Development and Education
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• Small business loans (SBA 504 and others): Pittsfield Economic Revitalization
Corporation (PERC).
14c. North County
• Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art: City of North Adams
• Restoration of Mohawk theater to create performing arts center: North Adams Community
Development Corporation (NACDC) and City of North Adams
• Williamstown Executive Park: Town of Williamstown and Northern Berkshire Industrial
Park and Development Corporation (NBIPDC)
• Adams Corporate Park: Town of Adams and NBIPDC
• Mass. Avenue Industrial Park: City of N rth Adams and NBIPDC
• Small Business Assistance/Revolving Loan Program: NACDC and City of North Adams
• Arts Technology Task Force, IPDC Waverly Mill Reuse: NBIPDC
• North Adams marketing Campaign: City of North Adams and NBIPDC
• Economic Development Summit: Representative Dan Bosley
• North County Manufacturing Consortium: NBIPDC
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B. Evaluation of Strengths and Opportunities
The prolonged economic downturn which began sometime in the late 1980's, combined with
intense pressure on the Commonwealth's budget throughout this period, seems to have generated
ongoing calls for regional economic cooperation and coordination in Berkshire County. The
calls have been heeded as evidenced by an array of economic development forums, processes,
studies, and documents. Few participants in these processes. are "Pollyannaish" about the ease
with which a more regional perspective will be adopted, but: the ongoing commitment to these
efforts among elected officials, professional staff and volunteers is strong evidence that there is a
will to define strengths, analyze constraints and catalyze opportunities. This OEDP process and
document, which creates one type of common framework, is another step towards the
development of a regional economic development outlook.
1. Strengths
a. an emerging spirit of cooperatio among the county's elected officials
b. rural character with excellent proximity to maior markets in the Northeast
c. enthusiastic support for entrepreneurship and small businesses
d. a strong manufacturing base: paper, plastics, metal working and composite
industries
e. a skilled labor force
f. proximity to an excellent array of educational and training institutions
g. a wide variety of talented economic development professionals/organizations
2. Constraints
a. existing and emerging small bu inesses lack access to capital at reasonable costs
b. young people emigrating from the county
c. lack of economic development staff/capacity in South County
d. a lack of competitive economic development incentives and numerous public
policies that drive up the cost of doing business in Massachusetts and in Berkshire
County
e inventory of older, difficult to re-utilize, commercial and industrial space
f. lack of modern industrial space
g. historic dependence on a few major industries
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h. inadequate intra-county road networks
1 socioeconomic problems exacerbated dUI~to extended periods of high
unemployment/underemployment
j. inadequate rail service
3. Opportunities
a. site specific, ongoing development efforts by non-profit development corporations
to provide quality industrial parks and lower cost incubator-type. industrial space
b. ongoing efforts by local governments and non-profits to revitalize the county's
downtowns .
c. the "Berkshires" has internatio al name recognition as a destination for tourism,
travel and cultural activities
d. proximity to population centers and other urban areas such as Springfield and
Albany, NY for development of commerce and trade opportunities
e. the untapped benefits of being located within close proximity to university
educational and research facilities at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
f. attractive area for siting businesses due to the natural environment and quality of
life
g. expanded local, regional, national, and international marketing opportunities due
to: the emergence of small business entrepreneurship in food and agricultural
products, the ongoing rejuvenation of the three major commercial centers, and a
emerging small manufacturing economy
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III. Goals and Objectives
Procedure for Arriving at the Goals and Objectives
OEDP Committees were formed in the three economic areas of Berkshire County - North,
Central and South County. Each Committee compiled a list of opportunities and constraints for
economic development in its respective region. From this list, the Committee's proceeded to
develop goals and objectives specific to their area. These area - specific lists were reviewed by
CEO and the OEDP Coordinating Group. Similarities and differences were noted and a set of
County-wide goals and objectives, representing the unique needs of each region, were developed
and are presented here.
1. Pursue a policy of balanced economic growth that respects the county's natural and
historical resources while pursuing economic development objectives.
Berkshire County is an area of rich natural, cultural and historical resources. The distinctive
quality of life is a feature of Berkshire County that both entices residents to stay, despite the
scarcity of jobs. and attracts people to the area. These resources also provide a basis for the
area's tourist, agricultural and recreation industries. While it is important to preserve and
enhance these resources to ensure a continuing high quality of life, there is also a need to pursue
economic development projects. The area's industrial base is eroding, leaving a legacy of
unemployment and older industrial buildings. many of which are unsuited for current needs. The
county unemployment rate is consistently higher than the state average. Berkshire County needs
to chart a careful course for economic development that provides jobs while respecting the
unique resources, goals and needs of the various are~s that comprise the county.
Long Term Objectives
Develop a comprehensive county-wide inventory and analysis of available land and
buildings for industrial, commercial, agricultural and cultural uses. Such an inventory
would indicate by site the acreage available for development once topography, wetlands.
site capacity, infrastructure capacity, traffic constraints, neighborhood issues, and
preservation of resource issues are taken into consideration. The inventory would be
stored on a "geographic information system" (GIS) that can be updated on a regular basis.
The study would also include an analysis of which buildings meet current codes and
standards. The analysis would both provide a site inventory for marketing purposes and
data to plan future land use policy and improvements to meet goals of balanced growth.
Examine the feasibility of an integrated regional land use planning and management
system for the county. The purpose of this system would be to accommodate and
integrate environmental protection and economic development objectives while
consolidating/streamlining regulatory review. Such a system would have to recognize an
individual community's desire for home-rule and self-determination. Establishing such a
system may include the development of community character-vision studies that will
provide each community with the opportunity to set their own goals and create strategies
to maintain a balance of industry, agriculture, open land, residential development,
recreational uses and commercial uses to suit each community's needs.
Develop a Cost of Community Services Analysis which will provide Berkshire County
communities with a tool for measuring the fiscal impacts (costs and revenues) for various
development/land use alternatives.
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2. Identify and prepare new and under-utilized sites for appropriate uses.
Create sites that have adequate infrastructure (i.e. water, sewer, transportation) and identify
environmental issues that will need to be addressed before site is ready for occupancy. Set
standards for development in terms of "buildout" t design standards, performance standards,
utility usage and traffic prior to marketing. Foster the creation of industrial parks with amenities
in place, as they have a faster absorption rate than land simply zoned industrial. Support the
reuse of existing sites for economic development purposes.
Short Term Objectives
Pursue development of identified industrial and business parks sites. Potential projects
and sites include: Lee Industrial Park? South Mountain Technology Park, Williamstown
Industrial Park, Adams Corporate Park, ECH Will, Conte Government Corporate Park,
industrial park on eastern end of Pittsfield Municipal Airport, Kay Bee building in Lee,
vacant GE sites, Northern Gateway Project, and Mass. Ave. Industrial Park. This would
add much needed jobs and tax revenue to the:region.
Pursue development of sites for cultural/recreational uses. Potential projects include:
Mass MaCA, Colonial Theater conversion to performing arts/cultural center, proposed
tropical rain forest conservancy, graphics art museum, children's museum, Greylock
Glen, Fire Museum, teletheatre, National Music Center, Mohawk Theatre, and
Housatonic River improvements. This would enable! Berkshire County to capture tourist
dollars and maintain community character.
Long Term Objectives
Work to reduce barriers to adaptive reuse of existing sites for economic development. Of
particular concern are PCB's and other contaminants on industrial sites and restrictions
that make the upper floors of older retail/commercial buildings uneconomical for
commercial use. Revitalize areas which are either in an advanced state of blight or have
the potential for falling into that category. Create financial incentives for reuse of
existing sites. By undertaking this tasle, Berkshire County would increase its inventory of
inexpensive industrial space for starter and incubator firms, thereby creating new jobs and
tax revenue.
3. Build a strong business retention, expansion and entrepreneurial development program
that supports balanced growth.
An important goal in pursuing a mission of balanced economic growth is the evolution from an
economy based primarily on a few major employers to an economy comprised of a broad array
of economic sectors (e.g. industry, service, commerce, tourism, agriculture, education) and a
wide array of businesses (both corporations and locally-owned businesses). Industry and
businesses already in a region are just as important as new companies that might come to a
region. A coordinated, county-wide program needs to be developed to assist existing businesses
and help entrepreneurial ventures to grow. This effort may involve the coordination of existing
services as well as the provision of new ones.
Short Term Objectives
Create a county-wide small business technical assistance service that would focus its
efforts on promoting the growth, development and initiation of small businesses
throughout the county. Such a service may involve the coordination and expansion of
already existing services.
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Support the growth 'Oftargeted industries, including those identified for growth in the
A.D. Little report, by the Arts Technology Task Force, Mass MOCA spin-offs, and
emerging environmental technology businesses. This would increase the tourist and
cultural opportunities as well as provide jobs,
Long Term Objectives
Assist businesses with broadening their market orientation to national and international
markets. One potential initiative may be a processing and distribution center for
Berkshire-made products.
4. Build a stronger partnership among education, industry and the community.
During the next decade, we face a potential need to train/retrain many levels 'Of'Ourworkforce,
The ongoing challenge is to continuously improve the match between 'Our educarion/training
services and the talent/skills needed in the modern workplace, Beyond that, Berkshire County
must ensure that business and industry 1'O'Okto and support the future development 'Of 'Our
educational institutions.
Short Term Objectives
Develop local training programs in areas with opportunity for growth in the future.
Potential programs include a full-time plastics training facility, four year-engineering
programs, paper and paper products training programs, and the expansion 'Oftwo and four
year health field training programs. This is crucial in terms 'Ofdeveloping a trained and
ready workforce.
Long Term Objectives
SUPPDrt strong business-school partnerships to enrich the education experience for
Berkshire County's youth .. As workforce education and training is tied directly to the
needs 'Ofthe business community, this .s an important step.
Establish programs to ensure a better match between education that is provided and the
skills and attitudes needed in the workplace,
5. Strengthen transportation networks
The Berkshires are not able to fully capitalize 'Onthe area's proximity to the population centers 'Of
New England and New York due to weak transportation linkages. As an economic region, the
County must enhance its identity as the Berkshires by redeveloping 'Or innovating major
transportation systems. We should articulate, promote and lobby for transportation solutions
which, regardless 'Ofpolitical boundaries, improve access to the Berkshires and improve the
quality 'Of life for its residents. The region should aggressively pursue its fair share 'Of
transportation infrastructure grant money, including highway, rail service and airport
development funds.
Long Term Objectives
Strengthen the transportation network in Berkshire County through improved
access/egress stations to and from the Mass Turnpike.
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Strengthen road networks from Berkshire County to Route 90 (Albany) and from. south
Berkshire County to north Berkshire County.
Improve airport facilities in the county's public airports.
Improve rail access throughout Berkshire County. Improvements are needed to better
access industrial sites, increase passenger rail service, and develop high speed rail
service.
Improve transportation services.
Improve access roads to existing and emerging development sites and airpons.
Improve road networks connecting the county with markets in Vermont,
6. Improve access to capital.
Creative financing techniques, the establishment of community loan pools, access to venture
capital, and knowledge of public and quasi-public financing programs are: increasingly important.
With the banking industry less likely to take risks, small businesses. have had a hard time
accessing capital. An approach that draws upon existing resources while developing new ones
needs to be created.
Short Term Objectives
Increase the flexibility and variety of capital resources for economic development.
Specific needs include the need for: l)equity capital; 2)micro-Ioans (under $5,000) to
help new and existing small businesses establish credit; 3)loans which are not cost
effective for banks to process ($5,000-$20,000); 4)debt financing ($20,000-$200,000) for
equipment and working capital; 5)funds to assist/support employee-owned businesses;
and 6)funding targeted to help local farmers diversify into other areas of food production,
deal with environmental concerns and energy consumption issues.
Encourage banks to be more aggressive in lending to new and small businesses. Lobby
state and federal governments to ease regulatory pressures which hinder banks ability to
make small business loan guarantee programs which are efficient for banks to use.
Involve representatives of local banks in economic development efforts. Capital
investment for these small firms would encourage incubator activity leading to a healthy
economic base.
7. Take a pro-active position in the legislative and regulatory arenas to make Berkshire
County and Massachusetts more competitive business environments.
Two of the complaints most commonly heard from area business people are that legislative
actions and regulatory policies are impediments to business growth in Massachusetts and that the
Commonwealth does not provide a competitive business environment. Berkshire County needs
to take a pro-active role in dealing with these issues.
Short Term Objectives
Create a framework for pursuing legi lative and regulatory changes to promote business
development. Push for regulatory and legislative changes to enhance economic
development. These changes would the County more competitive in terms of attracting
more economic development Potential areas include:
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*State economic development incentives
*lnvestment tax credits for small businesses
*Adoption of "one stop shopping" approach to economic development
*Resolution of 21E problems
*Modification of the environmental regulatory process
*Enterprise zone creation
*Major changes to workers compensation and unemployment insurance system
*Regulations promoting more competitive utility rates for business and industry
*Keep businesses informed of regulatory changes.
8. Market the region.
Efforts should be made to market the positive aspects of doing business in Berkshire County.
Stress factors such as the quality of life; a work force tha.t is technically skilled in research,
laboratory procedures, advanced manufacturing techniques" and engineering; central Northeast
location; proximity to technical research facilities at the University of Massachusetts, RPI and
Berkshire Community College; proximity to two major airports; proximity to three states;
availability of industrial space. Berkshire County should develop a system for dealing with leads
as they come in and aggressively target those industries which are compatible with the region.
Long Term Objectives
Develop a marketing plan that would position the county as an optimum year round
location from which to operate businesses, raise and educate families and enjoy a high
quality of life. Develop strategies and produce materials targeted to businesses whose
objectives and priorities are in concert with those of the county. Develop a mechanism to
follow up on leads on a county-wide basis.
Develop a greater Berkshire product image with regional, national and international
recognition by establishing a regional processing facility for distribution of locally
produced products.
9. Maintain the quality of the natural environment
To preserve the high quality of the county's natural resources, the county should pursue
economic development initiatives that conserve and enhance the quality of the environment.
Such initiatives include supporting "envirotech" enterprises and promoting the reuse of existing
industrial and commercial sites. An effort should be made to utilize currently industrialized
areas and areas adjacent to developed areas for growth before expanding into undeveloped areas
and agricultural land.
Long Term Objectives
Foster the development of an effective and competitive "envirotech" industry in
Berkshire County for the purpose of enhancing and maintaining a clean and productive
environment. This would lead to desired jobs and industry that is compatible with the
region.
Support initiatives to reduce the negative impacts of industrial and commercial
development on the environment. Such initiatives may include energy conservation
programs, a materials recycling facility, a waste management demonstration program for
tourist-related businesses, and commercial/industrial waste management programs.
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Work to reduce barriers to adaptive reuse of existing shes for economic development. Of
particular concern are PCB's and other contaminants on industrial sites and restrictions
that make the upper floors of older retail/commercial buildings uneconomical for
commercial use. Revitalize areas which.are either in an advanced state of blight or have
the potential for falling into that category. Create financial incentives for re-use of
existing sites.
10. Pursue appropriate tourism and recreational opportunities
Invest in the continued development of tourism and recreational opportunities such that
employment and income opportunities for local residents: are expanded without excessive
development. Appropriate initiatives will balance the need for employment and income
opportunities with the need to preserve the quality of life for year round residents. Locally-
controlled, innovative development initiatives which respect and utilize the natural beauty of the
Berkshires should be supported.
Short Term Objectives
Pursue economic development projects which take advantage of natural resources without
damaging the environment, such as the proposed conference and environmental center at
Greylock Glen and campus style industrial/office parks.
Berkshire County tourism activity peaks during the summer months. Opportunities for
expanded year-round tourism exist. Initiatives which maximize the potential for year-
round employment and income opportunities should be pursued. An example of such a
project might be the development of a multi-use recreational path.
Develop a range of projects in Berkshire County which would increase the area's appeal
to tourists while enriching the recreational and cultural opportunities for the county's
residents.
11. Promote the revitalization of the county's downtowns.
Downtowns are vital to both the economy and the image of Berkshire County. A healthy
downtown can be a major source of jobs and economic vitality. It is also the "face" of a
community that visitors see when they go to a new area. A concerted effort needs to be made to
ensure that downtowns remain vital areas of the county's communities.
Short Term Objectives
Develop a range of projects in downtown Pittsfield which would increase the area's
appeal to tourists while enriching the recreational and cultural opportunities for the
county's residents. Such initiatives may include the creation of the Children's Museum of
the Berkshires, a graphic arts museum, a fire museum, an expanded visitor center with
information about the area's historical, cultural and recreational opportunities that can
also be accessed by residents wanti g current information, a "made in the Berkshires"
pavilion, a performing arts center, a transportation center, a farmers' market, artists'
studios, and increased programming of community events in the downtown area.
Revitalize downtown North Adams y creating a vibrant shopping, working and living
environment for residents and tourists. Such initiatives may include: creating
destinations such as Mass MOCA and the Mohawk Theater; expanding community
events such as La Festa and the FalllFoliage Festival; encouraging facade improvements;
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establishing an "appropriate" mix of retail establishments; marketing North Adams as a
retail center and fostering a cooperative spirit amongst downtown businesses.
Assist the efforts of the MSAA of Great Barrington in its revitalization efforts of the
Great Barrington business corridor. Resolutions identified by the MSAA include but are
not limited to - establishing an effective communication strategy to educate and inform
each community sector about the need for cooperative public and private sector business
.corridor revitalization efforts; controlling traffic flow through the design and installation
of a traffic signal and other road improvements; aiding traffic circulation by the design
and installation of a consistent signage rogram; identifying specific steps to make Great
Barrington a significant destination community with projects such as the Riverwalk
access that maintains Great Barrington's heritage of commerce and history; foster a
collaborative spirit and nonpartisan climate amongst the small downtown businesses that
are caught in the wake of changing economic forces in order to evaluate the drawbacks of
existing practices and to become aware of effective and professional practices that will
stimulate economic growth; create a positive image of Great Barrington as a coherent but
diverse year round, local, shopping, tourist, cultural destination.
Support the efforts of the Lee Economic Action for Downtown (LEAD) to revitalize
downtown Lee. This program includes such elements as:
1. The development of an effective partnership between local government and Main
Street Businesses, property owners, lending institutions and other community
groups.
2. The design and implementation of physical/infrastructure improvements including
streetscape and facades to enhance the appeal of the downtown to both Berkshire
County and tourism markets; and
3. The identification of market opportunities and creation of business development
incentives to stimulate economic growth.
Long Term Objectives
Identify and support new economic uses for the county's downtowns.
12. Identify and address the needs of the unemployed, under employed, laid off and at risk
of being laid off in order to improve employability.
While it is necessary to identify the training needs of critical industries in Berkshire County and
outline a plan for coordinating the county's workforce development system to meet these training
needs, it is equally necessary to identify a d coordinate efforts to address, and if possible,
eliminate the barriers of the unemployed, under employed, or displaced worker in order to
facilitate successful entry/re-entry to the job market. Overcoming socioeconomic barriers such
as lack of marketable occupational skill levels, basic skills (reading, writing, computation,
communication, problem-solving, and basic computer literacy), inadequate English language
skills, lack of a high school diploma, as well as discrimination due to age, gender, race and
disability are fundamental to building a stable employable workforce.
Short Term Objectives
pursue a workforce development system that can have a positive, proactive impact on the
local economy by identifying and evaluating employers' needs, identifying and assessing
the skill level of both the employed and unemployed in Berkshire County, and work with
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education and training providers to plan appropriate programs to link with critical and
emerging industries that have job opportunities and the potential for career growth.
Pursue development of services that are designed to provide workers with a full range:of
employment, re-employment services such as assessment, career counseling, job search
assistance, basic skill, occupational training and lifetime learning opportunities.
Long Term Objectives
Develop a multi-cultural program to identify and address cultural barriers in the
workplace in order to build a stable multi-cultural employable workforce that lean
compete in a global economy.
13. Preserve and expand the agricultural sector of the local economy.
Support ecologically sound and sustainable agricultural, dairy, nursery, animal feeds, animal
husbandry, tree farms and truck farming as a component of the Berkshire economy.
Short Term Objectives
Identify and catalog aerable land currently in production throughout the county.
Encourage local, regional and national stores to distribute locally produced products.
Long Term Objectives
Develop greater Berkshire product image with regional/national/international recognition
by establishing a regional processing facility for distribution of locally produced
products.
Encourage the use of land for agricultural purposes by reducing the tax burden on
agriculture, possibly through a restructuring of the property tax system.
Encourage the development of cooperative farming.
Assist farmers to diversify into areas of food processing
Provide funds which help farmers address environmental problems and reduce energy
consumption.
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IV. Development StrateWiesand IInplementation Plans
An analysis of Berkshire County's strengths and weaknesses combined with a review of the
area's goals and objectives leads to the following conclusion: with the decline of industrial
employment in the area's larger national and multinational corporations, an overall labor force
reduced by 2000 since 1991 and a county-wide unemployment rate of 9.1 %, there is a strong
need for creating new jobs that utilize the extensive skills of the existing labor force. At the
same time, the area's natural and cultural resources are seen as being its most important assets to
preserve.. An appropriate economic development path must foster the creation of higher skilled,
industrial, information sciences and emerging technologies job opportunities while preserving
the natural, historical and cultural resources that have led to a high quality of life, a growing
tourism and second home trade and an increasingly sophisticated agricultural sector in the
county's more rural areas.
What seems to be important to the future health of Berkshire County's industrial sector is the
growth of smaller, locally owned manufacturing businesses, especially those that reinforce each
other. One very positive development is the fact that the area's mold-making and plastics
manufacturing businesses have created a Berkshire Plastics Network to jointly market the area's
capabilities in plastics and precision mold making on a national and international level.
The county's non-profit economic development organizations, working in concert with local
governments, are pursuing a path aimed at supporting the development of new, skilled industrial
jobs in a manner which is in harmony with the environment. Rather than concentrate all
economic development activity in a single large facility, the county's economic development
organizations are pursuing smaller industrial parks and industrial buildings in several sites, a
development path both more in keeping with the county's decentralized development pattern and
with the objective of environmental preservation. These initiatives concentrate economic
development activity in areas that have broad community support rather than allowing the market
to dictate development in more environmentally sensitive and economically vulnerable
(farmland) areas.
The industrial sites target different end users. The Williamstown Executive Park targets
Williams College alumni who want to relocate their businesses in the cultured academic
environment which the area provides. The South Mountain Technology Park targets high tech
users, and has letters of interest from two area plastics firms that want to expand into the nine-
parcel facility. The planned re-use of the existing Kaybee building as an incubator facility will
serve small firms who need quick access to 1-90. The Massachusetts Avenue Industrial Park
offers a natural setting for one or two small businesses.
In addition to land, a key ingredient in the development of the area's emerging industries is
capital. The "credit crunch" may be over in large metropolitan areas, but Berkshire County's
distance from major banking centers has forced the need to develop the greatest range of local
lending capacity. In particular there is a need for lending under $200,000, especially if we are to
support the continued expansion of small businesses.
Finally, other key ingredients needed include user-defined technical assistance and emerging
small businesses and workforce training initiatives in the workplace that go beyond what is
available through JTPA-funded programs. The majority of state and federal programs are geared ,
to address the training and technical assistance needs of the large and medium sized firms. The
small firms and cottage industries that populate Berkshire County need to gain more efficient,
less expensive access to these services.
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In summary, Berkshire County's highest economic development priority at this time is the
development of diverse industrial space that can meet the needs of growing local industry and
targeted out-of-town firms in a manner consistent with the area's goal of natural resource
preservation. Its second highest priorities are the enhancement of local access to capital at
reasonable costs for job-creating enterprises, the enhancement of the competitiveness of local
businesses through the provision of technical assistance and work force training, and the support
of industry-driven collaborations (such as the Berkshire Plastics Network) that enhance the
competitiveness of the county's key industries on a regional, national or international Ievel.
The implementation plan below identifies specific short, medium and long term economic
development priorities of Berkshire County. These priorities were selected through an analysis
of the goals and objectives developed by each of the three OEDP Committees, the county-wide
goals and objectives described in Section ITI and discussion with economic development
professionals throughout the region. The Coordinating Committee decided, and this decision
was endorsed by the three committees, that the short-term priorities should be those which take
advantage of a number of Berkshire: County's opportunities and strengths as well as addressing
several constraints to economic development.
The three immediate priorities relate to the following opportunities, strengths and constraints:
site specific, on-going development: efforts by non-profit development corporations to provide
quality industrial parks and lower cost incubator - type industrial space; attractive area for siting
businesses due to the natural environment and quality of life; enthusiastic support for
entrepreneurship and small businesses; a skilled labor force; existing and emerging small
businesses lack access to capital at reasonable costs and lack of modern industrial space. Both
the medium and long term priorities also relate to taking advantage of the County's opportunities
and strengths and addressing constraints.
Once the priorities were outlined and agreed to by all three Committees, a decision had to be
made regarding the first programs to be implemented. Accelerating the development of current
industrial parks in order to have "ready to build" space available to both local and new businesses
was determined, by the Coordinating Group, to be the program which needed to move forward
immediately. A decision was made to focus on the two industrial park initiatives currently
underway and which have broad community support. These tow initiatives are development of
the South Mountain Technology Park and Williamstown Executive Park.
It was also determined, by the Coordinating Group, that many existing and emerging businesses
are currently unable to access capital at a reasonable cost. In an effort not to concentrate
economic development on one sector of the economy, it was determined to simultaneously move
forward on implementation of a revolving loan pool program, allowing businesses throughout the
county, access to capital for start-up and/or expansion activities.
Details of each of the items in the implementation plan follow.
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Immediate Priorities
1. Accelerate the development of current industrial park and industrial space initiatives in
order to have "ready to build" or "ready to occupy" space. It is assumed that the most viable
projects, those that have widespread suppon, have other financial resources in place, show the
greatest demand and foresee the fewest obstacles, take precedence. In each case OEDP
endorsement should be seen as complementary to existing efforts to develop the sites.
a. South Mountain Technology Park
The South Mountain Technology Park, encompassing approximately 70 acres of land off Dan
Fox Drive, is a joint public/private development comprise:d of the City of Pittsfield and the
Central Berkshire County Development Corporation (CBCDC), a non-profit corporation of the
Central Berkshire Chamber of Commerce (CBCC). 'The land is currently owned by the CBCDC,
which will be responsible for developing the lots. The CBCDC will deed the roadway right-of-
ways to the City which will be responsible for constructing the roadways and public utilities. It
is envisioned that approximately 400,000 sq. ft. of office, research and development and
specialized light manufacturing will comprise the technology park. The total site is
approximately 70 acres, of which approximately 45 acres can be developed.
Funding for the project is coming from a partnership of public and private sources. The land has
been donated to CBCDC and the City has received a preliminary Community Development
Action Grant (CDAG) award of $1.0 million dollars for roadway and utility construction. The
CBCC has raised approximately $1.0 million dollars through its "Project Jobs" campaign to act
as a private match to the CDAG. As indicated by the attached chart, the total development cost
is estimated to be $2,750,000. Thus, the City is seeking a grant of $750,000 from the Economic
Development Administration to help provide the funds needed for project development. This
budget has been prepared prior to the completion of the design, and the final figures are expected
to deviate from this as more information is known.
A consultant, John Crowe Associates, of Belmont, MA, was contracted by the City in March
1993 to provide design, engineering and environmental clearance services. The consultant is
currently preparing a draft environmental impact report, in accordance with the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act. Funding for the consultant services was donated to the City by the
CBCC. The project schedule calls for construction of the technology park roadway and public
utility system to commence in the summer/f of 1994.
The CBCC has developed another industrial/business park in Pittsfield, the Downing Industrial
Park. This successful park encompasses over 100 acres of land and is totally occupied. Their
experience, together with the city's project construction and administration skills, will be a
valuable asset in the development of the tech park. .
The South Mountain Technology Park, as evidenced by the above, has broad local and regional
support and is considered to be essential for the economic vitality of the region. This project is
the culmination of ten years of planning to stimulate the economic development in the Central
Berkshire region. The City has already rezoned this area for light industry and constructed a
water tower to provide adequate pressure. Mass DPW and the City constructed Dan Fox Drive
from Route 7/20 to serve as access to this industrial area and the Pittsfield Airport one mile west.
Dan Fox, for who the road was named, was the General Electric scientist from Pittsfield who
invented Lexan and other modem polymers, helping to establish Pittsfield as the World Plastics
Technology Center. At the road's dedication in 1986, Dan Fox expressed his hope that the
development would nurture productive scientific research, development and manufacturing.
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.b. Williamstown Executive Park
The Williamstown Executive Park is a proposed 140 acre business park and conservation area
located on town-owned property on U.S. Route 7 in Williamstown, Massachusetts. A feasibility
study and project master plan performed in July 1991 (funded by an EDA Technical Assistance
Grant) determined that 66 acres are developable. The study recommended that 74 acres of the non-
developable land be incorporated into the overall plan as conservation and recreational area in order
to enhance the attractiveness of the business park.
The development of the site is proposed in two phases with the option of a third phase which entails
the purchase of an adjacent 17 acre privately owned site. The projected cost of the project's first
phase which will create 27 acres is $3 million. The second phase of development will create 28
acres, cost approximately $900,000 and be funded out of Phase I revenue proceeds (the 55 acres is
net development minus roadway and easements; 14 marketable lots are proposed). Funding for the
project is anticipated to come from a variety of sources including the U.S. Economic Development
Administration, State sources such as the Massachusetts Small Cities Program, public works
development funding, and the Massachusetts Government Land Bank, and local sources.
The Town of Williamstown owns the 140 acre site and is supportive of the development concept.
On May 18, 1992, the town voted to change the zoning and building set-back requirement to allow
more building coverage. The town will work in partnership with the Northern Berkshire Industrial
Park and Development Corporation (NBIPDC) a public not-for-profit economic development
agency to permit, develop and market the project. The NBIPDC has a successful history of
industrial development, demonstrated in the 30 acre, $1.5 million Adams Corporate Park project it
has developed in partnership with the Town of Adams.
Making the Williamstown Executive Park unique as a means to differentiate it in the regional
marketplace is a primary concern of the NBIPDC and the Town of Williamstown. Two important
elements in the Park's strategic marketing plan are its proximity to Williams College and the
emphases on quality design and respect for the existing natural environment.
Williams College has been extremely supportive of the project and has provided access to their
alumni network. Many Williams College alumni own or serve in top management positions of a
broad range of companies including publishing, mail order, financial management, environmental
technology and other light manufacturing operations. To date, Williamstown has received one
letter of interest from a Williams College alumni who owns an expanding business services
company. The marketing effort will continue in order to define interest in the project from other
alumni.
The Williamstown Executive Park must be unique if it is to be successful. The Park must
emphasize the distinct combination of natural features which are present on the 140 acre tract of
land. These include the Hoosac River which borders the site on the west, wetlands including the
Moore Pond and ample green space surrounding the business park site. The maintenance of these
features, and a requirement of quality building design and sensitive landscaping will create a unique
business park development in the region. .
The Park's development will impact the entire Northern Berkshire labor market area including the
higher unemployment areas such as North Adams and Adams. It is projected that upon full build-
out of the Williamstown Executive Park, 630,000 square feet of light manufacturing and office
space will be created, providing $40 million in capital investment, generating $500,000 annually in
local taxes and creating a total of 1000jobs.
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c. County-wide Revolving Loan Fund and Technical Assistance Program
Availability of credit for business development is a major issue for Berkshire County. Business
owners in the County say that the recent changes in the banking industry (tightening of
regulations by monitoring agencies, mergers of banks, etc.) have adversely affected the
availability of financing from private sources.
Currently two community development corporations and the Town of Adams provide financing
to businesses in Berkshire County. The Nort Adams CDC offers the following programs to
Northem Berkshire businesses:
1. Western Massachusetts Enterprises Fund: loans to $10,000.
2. North Adams Revolving Loan program: CDBG- funded loan pool for gap financing.
Loans up to $35,000 (North Adams only.)
3. Community Development Finance Corporation (CDFC): the NACDC serves as local
intermediary for CDFCs Small Loan Guarantee program which provides loan guarantees
of up to $25,000 and a Venture Capital Program which provides debt and equity funding
between $75,000 to $300,000.
4. Other Quasi-Public Programs: the NACDC can serve as an intermediary for other
quasi-public organizations.
5. Small Business Assistance: the NACDe provides technical assistance to start-up and
existing businesses. Services provided range from developing business plans to assisting
businesses in securing funding from conventional and unconventional sources.
The Town of Adams offers a CDBG funded revolving loans program for businesses located in or
wishing to relocate to Adams. Maximum loan amount is $35,000 or 30% of the total business
costs whichever is less.
The Pittsfield Economic Revitalization Corporation (PERC) provides the following programs to
Berkshire County;
1. SBA 504 Loans (county wide)
2. HUD Community Development Loans that serve as companion loans to other
government financing. Maximum loan: $60,000 (Pittsfield only.)
3. Mass CDFC loans in most of Berks ire $75,000 - $300,000
4. Western Mass Enterprise Fund, (forthcoming) in most of Berkshire County Micro
Loans of about $10,000 or less.
5. PERC provides limited technical assistance on business plan development and
accessing other sources of fmancing.
In Southern Berkshire County there is a program called SHARE (Self Help Association for a
Regional Economy) which is a local community non-profit credit fund open to anyone in the
community who becomes a member of SHARE by depositing a minimum of $100 in to the
SHARE Credit Fund at the First National Bank of the Berkshires. Only members of SHARE
qualify for loans of up to $3000 backed by the SHARE Credit Fund and must meet certain
additional criteria. The loans are made by he First National Bank of the Berkshires and are
collaterized by passbooks of the depositing members of SHARE. The primary criteria for loans
secured by the SHARE Credit Fund include whether the loans will create greater regional self-
sufficiency in the production of basic necessities (food, shelter, energy) or in providing basic
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/needed community services (transportation, health care, job training, legal services). Other
~ criteria would include whether the loan purpose will increase local employment and/or use local
resources, conserve energy and be non-polluting to the enviro:nment. The SHARE Credit Fund
does not secure consumer loans except when providing access to basic human needs. Preferably
the loans are short term and self-liquidating in that funds loaned will create savings or greater
productivity which can then repay the loan.
In addition, Berkshire Enterprises, an entrepreneurial training program, has established a peer
lending program which provides financing in pre-defined steps starting at $500 to graduates who
choose to participate in the loan program.
Beyond the programs currently offered, economic development staff see a need for a loan
program with a greater degree of flexibility than any of the programs currently available and one
which can serve businesses located in any of Berkshire County's cities or towns. This new
funding source should supplement or compliment available programs and should also be able to
be used as a revolving venture or loan guarantee fund. It ilsanticipated that the majority of loans
will be in the $10,000 to $100,000 range.
In addition to access to capital, there is a need in Berkshire County for flexible technical
assistance which would complement and supplement already existing sources such as SBDC and
SCORE. What is needed is "user-driven" technical assistance directed to the unique needs of
individual businesses which provide a level of depth beyond the SBDC and SCORE. These
needs range from help with financial planning to help with developing new markets for new
products. One approach that has met with success in the county is the formation of business
clusters (either formal or informal) to tackle issues facing the industry as a whole. Technical
assistance is needed both to assist businesses with their unique need and to foster problem
solving effons within their unique needs and to foster problem-solving efforts within business
clusters or other coalitions of businesses.
Ther~fore, it is anticipated that the county would apply for funding under Title IX of EDA for
funding ~or a revQlv~n~ lQ~ ~und and a technical resource pool. As an organization with a
cou~ty-wlde charter. It IS anticipated that PERC would be the lead agency in applying for funds
but It would w~rk closely ~1~ other economic development agencies in conceptualizing the
program, prepanng the apphca~on and implementing the program. It is anticipated that the grant
request would be $1,000,000 WIth a match 0 $250.000 coming from a variety of state and local
sources.
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Sbod Term Priorities
1. Accelerate the development of current industrial park and industrial space initiatives in
order to have "ready to build" or "ready to occupy" space. It is assumed that the most viable
projects, those that have widespread support, have other financial resources in place, show the
greatest demand and foresee the fewest obstacles, take precedence. In each case OEDP
endorsement should be seen as complementary to existing efforts to develop the sites.
a. Kaybee Incubator Building
The Kaybee facility represents existing industrial space requiring minimal investment in
order to become a cost effective incubator facility for emerging firms, (ref. 0#2; Lee
Community Development Corporation, LCDC)
b. Lee Industrial Park
Due to its convenient location and ready access to the Massachusetts Turnpike, the
proposed Lee Industrial Park represents one of the prime locations for locating new
industry in Berkshire County. (ref. G#2, LCDC)
c. Mass Ave Industrial Park
With a long-standing commitment by the City of North Adams to the re-development of
this industrial site, the Mass Ave Industrial Park can become a cornerstone for local
manufacturing expansion or attraction of new industry into the area. (ref. G#2; City of
North Adams)
. d. Adams Corporate Park
The Adams Corporate Park is a centerpiece of business re-development along the north-
south axis between Pittsfield andNorth Adams. This existing park offers development
sites for local entrepreneurs who are ex' anding their businesses. (ref. G#2; NBIPDC and
Town of Adams)
e. Northern Gateway
The northern entrance to Great Barrington is both one of the prime business development
sites in Southern Berkshire County and an area of great scenic beauty. The Gateway
Project, an effort to create a master plan for a many contiguous parcels along Route 7, is
a local effort to preserve that natural beauty as an asset for economic development. (ref.
G#2; MSAA and Town of Great Barrington)
2. Support the growth of a more diversified economic base through expansion of small
business and cottage industries. Elements of this initiative would include the creation of a
revolving loan pool to meet gaps in the existing capital market, a system of user-driven technical
support for assistance, new workforce training programs and support for collaborative efforts
among the area's key and emerging industries. (ref. G#6; county-wide collaborative; ref., G#3,
county-wide collaborative; ref. G#4/12. Berkshire County Regional Employment Board; ref.
G#'s 3,4,6,7,8,10,13; county-wide collaborative)
Medium Term Priorities
1. Create a comprehensive, county-wide inventory and analysis of available land and
buildings for industrial, commercial, agricultural uses. The system would guide development,
clarify the selection and siting processes for prospective businesses and help economic
development professionals channel growth opportunities away from environmentally sensitive
areas. (ref. 0#1; BCLUC, BCRPC)
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2. Foster the rejuvenation of downtown business districts throughout the county. Bolster
ongoing current efforts and assist other downtown areas to secure their identities as part of the
economic fabric of Berkshire County. (ref. 0#11; appropriate municipal government)
Lon~ Term Prjoritjes
1. Help smaller communities develop the systematic means to assess the fiscal impacts,
costs and revenues, of prospective economic development opportunities. (ref. 0#1; BCRPC,
BCLUC)
2. Actively promote, when appropriate, the re-use of existing buildings throughout the
county, especially in cases where a "contaminated" site should be re-mediated to productive use.
(ref. 0#2; City of Pittsfield, City of North Adams)
-"
3. Nurture a diverse economic base by: simplifying access to business assistance services
for small businesses; supporting new or emerging niche industries; and, orienting the Berkshires
to the national and international marketplace. (ref. 0413; county-wide collaborative)
4. Give all citizens the best possible opportunity to succeed in the local economy by
continuously improving training and education services such that the individual can be
successful in the modern workplace. (ref. O#'s 4 &12; BCREB)
5. Stress the development of transportation improvements/solutions which enhance the
ability of Berkshire County communities to guide their collective economic, environmental and
cultural future as a center for the regional activity. (ref. G#5; BCRPC, BCLUC, appropriate
local government)
6. Bridge private and public financing opportunities with the establishment of a full range of
lending mechanisms. Special emphasis should be put on creating local control for decision
making. (0#6; county-wide collaborative)
7. Coordinate with legislative officials to begin removing or changing regulatory policies
and practices which impede business development in Ma.ssachusetts. (ref. 0#7; legislative
contingent from Berkshire County)
8. Blend business attraction strategies with programs to reduce the negative impacts of
industrial and commercial development. (ref. G#'s 1/2/3; county-wide collaborative)
9. Support the variety of local initiatives which strive to make the Berkshires a year-round
destination for tourism. (ref. O#'s 8/10/13; Berkshire Hills Conference, Chambers of Commerce)
..
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